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PREFACE 

Many friends and colleagues have worked together to produce this book. 

Dr. Dilyara M. Usmanova (Kazan), Dr. Asirbek K. Muminov (Tash-
kent), and Prof. Dr. Amri R. Sixsaidov (Makhachkala) provided corrections 
for most of thentributions, and responded to the questions which arose 
during translation promptly and reliably in consultation with the authors. 
Jennifer Bryson (Ph.D. candidate, Yale University; currently in Bochum), 
Dipl. Hist. Michael Kohrs (Ennepetal), and Dr. Dmitriy V. Yermakov (St. 
Petersburg) provided translations and proof-read many of the articles. Dr. 
Helga von Kügelgen (Berlin) and Prof. Dr. Ingeborg Baldauf (Berlin) once 
again provided exceptional assistance in editing the articles and correcting 
our translations. In addition we were able to consult Prof. Dr. Jürgen Paul 
(Halle), and Clemens P. Sidorko, M.A. (Schopfheim). 

Dmitriy Yermakov helped provide access to many institutions and 
researchers in the CIS-states, and assisted the editors during their visits to 
St. Petersburg. He also organized the Round-Table-Conference October 5-
6,1996 in St. Petersburg, at which many of the articles published here were 
presented and discussed. 

The international research project Muslim Culture in Russia and Central 
Asia from the 18th to the 20th Centuries has been generously financed since 
1995 by the INTAS foundation (The International Association for the 
Promotion of Cooperation with Scientists from the Independent States of 
the Former Soviet Union, Brussels) of the European Union. Dr. Henning 
Eikenberg (now in Tel Aviv), who for two years was our primary contact in 
Brussels, supported our project with much interest and understanding. Prof. 
Dr. Alexandre Popovic (Paris) paved the way for cooperation with the 
Institut Français d'Études sur l'Asie Centrale in Tashkent. In Bochum and 
on trips to St. Petersburg and Dagestan, Prof. Dr. Stefan Reichmuth steadily 
provided advice and assistance as both colleague and friend. 

We extend many thanks to all. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This collection of articles presents the results of the second phase of the 
international research project Muslim Culture in Russia and Central Asia 
from the 18th to the 20th Centuries. After a first volume of articles (Berlin 
1996) had already presented various aspects of Muslim culture in several 
regions of the Russian Empire and Central Asia, the focus was shifted to 
the relations between the individual regions and ethnic groups, as well as 
contacts with other countries. By emphasizing trans-regionality and inter-
ethnicity we hope to avoid examining the history of the Muslim regions in a 
pre-national period from a national perspective. Muslim culture (in the 
broadest sense) provides numerous topics for such an inter-regional project. 
Hence the contributions to this volume are arranged thematically. 

The first group of articles addresses Islamic learning and Sufism, and the 
resulting networks. In the opening article, based on several selected 
examples, Stefan Reichmuth draws attention to the significant extent to 
which developments in the various parts of the Islamic world have been 
linked together since the eighteenth century. Among other topics, he 
illuminates the development of the Naqsbandiya mugaddidlya Brotherhood 
as well as the surprisingly multifaceted activities of learned individuals 
from the Muslim "periphery" (especially Daghestan and West Africa) in the 
Holy City of Medina. The contacts of learned Daghestanis with the Arab 
world are also handled by Amri R. Sixsaidov in his study of an important 
work of the Arabic biographical literature in Dagestan. Two additional 
articles examine the expansion of the Naqsbandiya mugaddidlya in the 
North Caucasus (Michael Kemper) and in Transoxiana (Anke von 
Kugelgen). Thierry Zarcone and Baxtiyar Babadzanov analyze the political 
aspects of Sufism in East Turkestan and in the Ferghana Valley. Lastly, 
ASirbek Muminov depicts a very particular type of network in his 
examination of the Xwagas in southern Kazakhstan, namely families with 
Arab (quraySt) genealogies which for centuries have had the role of 
religious dignitaries among the local tribes. 

The second block of texts explores the emergence and development of 
diaspora groups and the resulting cultural contacts. Central to many of the 
contributions are the migrations of the Volga-Tatars. Allen Frank, Mirkas'im 
Usmanov and Christian Noack examine, based on the examples of 
Kazakhstan, East Turkestan, and St. Petersburg, Tatar communities which 
were founded primarily by settlers and merchants; by contrast, the Tatar 
diaspora in Lithuania and Germany originated with soldiers and prisoners 
of war, as Tamara Barallauskaite and Iskander Gilyazov demonstrate. The 
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far-reaching contacts of Tatar students into the Arab world and Central 
Europe are examined by Zavdat Minnullin. Quite different are the 
important diaspora groups of the Daghestanis in Turkey and Syria, which 
can be traced back to the partially-forced, partially-voluntary emigration of 
the Muslims of the North Caucasus following the defeat of their military 
resistance (Amirxan Magomeddadaev). 

In the third group of texts the Muslims' striving for political participation 
and their defense of their interests against the policies of the Russian 
Empire and then the early Soviet Union are further addressed. Here the 
political struggle between the Muslim periphery and the initially Christian, 
then atheist, center becomes explicit. These tensions are illustrated not only 
with the example of the Muslim Muftiat in Ufa (founded 1789), but also by 
the activities of the Muslim faction in the Russian State Duma (1906-1917) 
(Danil' Azamatov, Dilyara Usmanova). Just how counter-productive the 
Russian policies toward Islam could be is demonstrated by Paul Werth in 
the example of the elite of an Udmurt village which the State-sponsered 
Orthodox mission compelled into officially accepting Islam. The period 
just following the October Revolution is examined by Dzul'etta Mesxidze 
and Gero Fedtke. Central here are, on the one hand, the fight of the 
Chechens and the Ingush for their independence from Moscow (1917-1925) 
and, on the other, the multifaceted Bukharan reform movement and the 
different positions of the reformers and revolutionaries toward Soviet 
ideology. 

The fourth set of texts contains literary studies from inter-regional 
perspectives. In the Islamic literature of Russia and Central Asia, for 
centuries the North received impulses from the South. One example is the 
reception and transformation of the works of the famous poet from Herat, 
CA1I Sir Nawa'I, in the khanates of Central Asia (Aftandil Erkinov). 
However, in the course of the nineteenth century one can to some extent 
detect a reversal in the channels of reception. In this period the Tatars for 
the first time received impulses from Russian and West European literature 
(Michael Friederich), and thereafter it was the Tatars who brought new 
currents into Central Asia. 

At the end of this volume is a contribution from Boris Kocnev on the 
"festival-mosques" (namaz-gah) in the Central Asian khanates of Khiva, 
Bukhara and Qoqand. This long over-looked aspect of Central Asian 
construction is examined from both architectural and social perspectives. 
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As can be seen from this short overview, the authors examine the 
relations between the regions and ethnic groups in very focused inquiries. 
Inter-regional and inter-ethnic issues are not thereby artificially centralized, 
as it was not our intention to revive the Soviet myth of "druzba narodov" 
("Friendship of Peoples"); therefore, diverse aspects of these issues emerge 
in some cases mainly in comparison between the articles gathered in this 
volume. 

In selecting the articles we placed great value on the authors' research 
into primary sources. Most of the research published here is based on 
Arabic, Persian, or Turkic language manuscripts; some is based on 
materials from Russian archives as well as the results of field-work. In 
many instances these sources are for the first time presented in these 
articles. 

In the framework of the research project Muslim Culture in Russia and 
Central Asia from the 18th to the 20th Centuries, we intend to continue the 
work with Arabic, Persian, and Turkic language manuscripts by editing 
several biographical texts from Central Asia, the Volga-Ural region, and the 
North Caucasus, in a third volume. 

Michael Kemper Anke von Kiigelgen Allen J. Frank 





THE INTERPLAY OF LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS AND 
TRANSNATIONAL RELATIONS IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD: 

PERCEPTIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

by 

Stefan REICHMUTH, Bochum1 

The historical Islamic World as an international system: genealogical 
constructions of affiliation and autonomy 

It is certainly not surprising that questions of cultural and national identity 
have again become a major concern for many peoples, in a world which has 
seen so many dramatic changes within such a short period of time. Apart 
from the different campaigns and struggles for autonomy and self-
determination it is mainly the interplay of local and global factors which 
can be seen at work in the almost worldwide revival of nationalism. 
Reflection on this interplay also throws some new light on the historical 
roots of those concepts of the nation which continue to inform the 
international political system. Its recent transformations seem to confirm 
the importance of a basic range of shared memories, values, and 
experiences as well as that of a sense of common destiny for the emergence 
or reemergence of a political community.2 At the same time the novelty of 
the modern nation state, whose patterns of sovereignty and organization do 
not go back beyond the eighteenth century, is brought out again, as the new 
states have emerged like their predecessors from an international 
framework of larger states and spheres of influence and are designed to 
mediate between the universal and the particular orientations within a given 
community.3 It has even been said that it was the international system 
which brought about the emergence of the modern state, not the other way 
around.4 Transnational relations and local processes of communal and 

1 Earlier versions of this article were presented at the Round Table in St. Petersburg (5 
October 1996) and at the University of Freiburg (24 June 1997). I am very grateful 
to the participants of both discussions for their critical comments and suggestions. 

2 Anthony D. Smith, The Ethnic Origins of Nations, Oxford 1986; id., "Towards a 
World Culture?", in: Mike Featherstone (ed.). Global Culture. Nationalism, Globali-
zation and Modernity, London: SAGE Publications 1990, 171-91. 

3 E.J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780. Programme, Myth, Reality, 
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge 1992, especially ch. 1, "The nation as 
novelty: from revolution to liberalism", 14-45; Johann P. Arnason, "Nationalism, 
Globalization and Modernity", in: Featherstone (ed.), Global Culture, 208. 

4 Albert Bergesen, "Turning the World-System Theory on its Head", in: Featherstone 
(ed.), Global Culture, 11. 
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national mobilization have always been closely related. The first 
revolutionary nation states which emerged at the end of the eighteenth 
century (the USA and France) based their claims to popular sovereignty and 
individual citizenship on a universal concept of humanity which was 
derived from the principles of enlightenment. It is well known that this 
universalist orientation itself was shaped to a large extent by the 
cosmopolitan outlook of the European mercantile and aristocratic classes. 
The national and the international were thus linked to each other from the 
beginning of what came to be called the 'Modern World'. 

The historical Islamic World also became part of this system of nation 
states, and it would be very misleading to ignore the national structures, 
ideologies, and territorial interests of the Muslim states which continue to 
determine their policies. The close cultural and economic relations which 
exist between many of the Muslim states and communities and which have 
even found expression in several international organizations would 
nevertheless seem to give them some coherence of their own. In an 
historical perspective the Islamic World can also be regarded as an 
international system which developed over time from changing centres of 
power and which came to include a wide range of larger empires, smaller 
states, nomad federations, and diaspora communities. After the initial 
conquests and the foundation of the Islamic empires the internal integration 
and the external growth of this system was based on a wide range of 
economic and cultural relations between the constituent groups. Within this 
framework of sometimes quite uneven relations, ethnic and political 
communities developed and maintained their own expressions of self-
assertion and autonomy. This is brought out in particular by the claims to 
Arab descent which were put forward by peoples who had established some 
regular contact with Muslim states, tribal groups, and trading communities. 
These Arab genealogies, sometimes based on old historical links to Arab 
groups, sometimes mere fiction, usually implied two complementary 
claims: while affirming the integration into the Islamic orbit they also 
stressed the full cultural and political dignity of the people in question. 

It is striking how similar those claims could be in quite distant parts of 
the world. Such distance, however, can serve even better to illustrate their 
systemic function. A good example is the claim to South Arabian descent 
which played an important role both in Transoxiana (Aid ward3 an-nahr) 
and in North and West Africa in the period after 390/1000. With regard to 
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Central Asia, M.B. Piotrovskiy and more recently Asirbek K. Muminov5 

have described how the original struggle between the two major Arab 
factions of the Umayyad period, those of the Qays and the Yaman, found its 
expression in local historical legends. Yemeni traditions of a pre-Islamic 
conquest of Samarqand and other parts of Transoxiana by Du 1-Qarnayn 
and other South Arabian kings of Himyar were readily accepted within the 
region itself. During the rule of the Qarâxânl dynasty (999-1212) the image 
of the legendary South Arabian conquerors was apparently transformed into 
that of cultural heroes and founders of settlements who became towering 
figures within local tradition. As Muminov has pointed out, these stories 
not only praised the "holy Himyari kings." They were also designed to 
reduce the importance of the actual Arab conquests, especially in those 
areas where they had been incomplete and where local elites were able to 
retain their power. In gaining recognition as descendants of ancient Arab 
kings these groups could hope to bolster their own authority under new 
conditions. A sacred landscape developed which connected prophetical and 
Qur3ànic events and characters with local holy sites, a process which 
profoundly changed the outlook of the whole region. NSh's Ark and 
Sulaymân's throne as well as the tombs of Dàniyàl and Sàlih all found their 
local site in Transoxiana. The Himyari stage in the history of sacred places 
lasted for a considerable period before it gradually gave way to other 
traditions related to the early Muslim heroes. 

In the Magrib, speculations about a Himyari descent of the Berber 
population, especially of the Sanhaga and Kutâma branches, were based on 
the same literary sources of Yemeni origin which were used for Central 
Asia. Ibn Hazm (384-456/994-1064) still firmly rejected such claims.6 At 
the same period, however, they were already gaining in political 
significance: the Kutâma of present-day north-eastern Algeria were the 
main supporters of the Fâtimids, and the viceroys of the Fâtimids in 
Ifriqiyâ, the Zïrids, belonged to the Sanhâga of the central Magrib. The 
claim of the Zïrids to Himyari descent became even more pronounced when 
they asserted their independence from the Fâtimids and publicly reverted to 
the Sunna by recognizing the authority of the cAbbàsid Caliph (around 

5 M.B. Piotrovskiy, Predarne o ximyaritskom care As'ade al-Kamile, Moskva 1977; 
ASirbek K. Muminov, "Veneration of Holy Sites of the Mid-Si'rdar'ya Valley: 
Continuity and Transformation", in: Michael Kemper, Anke von Kügelgen, Dmitriy 
Yermakov (eds.), Muslim Culture in Russia and Central Asia from the 18th to the 
Early 20th Centuries, Berlin: Klaus Schwarz Verlag 1996, 355-67. See also Tilman 
Nagel, Alexander der Große in der iriihislamischen VolksUteratur, Walldorf: Verlag 
fiir Orientkunde Dr. H. Vomdran 1978,21, 74f. 

6 Ibn Hazm al-Andalusi, öamharat ansäb al-carab, ed. cAbdassaläm M. Härün, al-
Qähira: Dir al-ma'ärif, 1391/1971,495. 
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1047/8).7 This can be seen as a move to secure their position as rulers of a 
population which was overwhelmingly Berber and Sunnl. For the 
Almorávides who belonged to the Sanhága tribes of the western Sahara and 
who ruled North Africa and al-Andalus (1056-1148), Himyari descent also 
came to be generally recognized8. Even the wearing of the Saharan veil 
(litdm) for which they had become famous was sometimes explained as an 
old South Arabian custom which had been brought to the West by one of 
the Tubbac kings. The reputed link to South Arabia thus became a cultural 
prop for the most powerful Berber ruling groups of the 10th and 11th 
centuries in North Africa. 

Similar legendary campaigns of Dü 1-Qarnayn and the South Arabian 
kings were discussed for the Sahara region. The first ruler of a Subsaharan 
state with a reported Himyari descent was the Sultan of Kánim9, the most 
powerful state in the Lake Chad region which was linked to North Africa 
by trade at least since the ninth century.10 This sultan, Muhammad! b. 
Óíl/Óabal, is first mentioned by Ibn SacId (around 658/1269) who mentions 
his reputation for religious warfare and for his patronage of Islamic 
scholars. He can probably be identified with one of the most powerful 
kings of Kánim who is mentioned in the local kinglist as Dünama DIbalámi 
and who ruled around 1210-4811. The ancestor claimed by his dynasty was 
Sayf b. DT Yazan, the Himyari nobleman who had invited the Sasanids to 
intervene in the Yemen and who later became the hero of a popular Arabic 
romance, the SJrat Sayf b. Dl-Yazan. The name of the dynasty of the 
Sultans of Kánim-Bornu, the Séfuwa, which ruled until the early nineteenth 
century, was related to this famous and popular figure. The claim itself 
seems to date back to a dynastic change which took place in the eleventh 
century and which is also reflected in the kinglist. The Séfuwa were 
related, by marriage alliances if not by origin, to some of the Berber groups 
of the Central Sahara. Even their predecessors had already extended their 

7 Hady Roger Idris, La Berbérie orientale sous les Zirìdes, Xe-XIle siècles, Paris 
1962, vol. I, 5-7; Michael Brett, Elizabeth Fentress, The Berbers, Oxford: Blackwell 
1996,131f. 

8 See N. Levtzion, J.F.P. Hopkins, Corpus of Early Arabic Sources for West African 
History, Cambridge et. al.: Cambridge University Press 1981, 158, 162 [Ibn al-Atfr], 
165 [Ibn Xallikän], 235f. [Ibn Abï-Zarc], 310f. [al-Hulal al-mawSiya]. For the 
legends concerning the veil see pp. 165, 310f. 

9 For accounts of Känim see Levtzion, Hopkins, Corpus of Early Arabic Sources, 
passim, Index-glossary 449; Dierk Lange, Le Diwan des Sultans du [Känem-] 
Bomü: Chronologie et Histoire d'un Royaume Africaine, Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner 
Verlag 1977. 

1 0 See for relations between Känim and Tripolitania in the early 9th century Th. 
Lewicki, "Ibädiyya", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. III, Leiden, London 21986, 
657. 

1 1 Lange, Le Diwan des Sultans, 93f.; Levtzion, Hopkins, Corpus of Early Arabic 
Sources, 188, 353f„ 401 n.23; 428 n.8. 
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influence over that region, one of them had probably even secured his 
investiture from the Caliph. The succession of the Sëfuwa followed the 
independence of the Zïrids and roughly coincided with the rise of the 
Almoravids in the north. The Himyari legends confirmed Kânim's claim to 
be on equal terms with the other Islamic states of the Magrib. They were 
later blended with other genealogical claims, which amounted to a descent 
from Qurays.12 That the shores of Lake Chad also became the site of the 
landing of Nuh and his Ark in local tradition provides another striking 
parallel to Central Asia. In some speculations circulating among local 
Islamic scholars, the name for Bornu, the region to the west of Lake Chad, 
even came to be explained as BarrNUh, the land of Niih.13 

The expanding Islamic World, c.1680 to c.1830 - some general 
observations 

Our example referred to a period which still belonged to what is often 
called the Golden Age of Islam, a time when the early Arab empire had 
been transformed into a vast common market stretching from the Atlantic to 
Central Asia and northern India, augmented by commercial and political 
links to Subsaharan Africa, the Far East, and northern Europe, creating a 
worldwide economy which was the greatest prior to the European 
expansion from the sixteenth century onwards.14 The South Arabian 
legends and genealogies provided an important expression of cultural 
integration and autonomy within this decentralized world. Similar 
observations, however, are also possible for the Islamic World in the period 
between the late seventeenth and the early nineteenth centuries, which was 
also marked by a désintégration of Muslim empires. Désintégration did not 
prevent another economic and cultural expansion of Muslim influence. 
This was often not impeded and was sometimes even reinforced by 
European commercial and imperial activities, as the Muslims were able in 
many regions to make good use of the markets, settlements, and 
infrastructures created by the Europeans, sometimes even acting in close 
partnership with them. The Muslim trading networks in East and West 
Africa, those in Central Asia under Russian influence, and others in the 

12 First mentioned by al-Qalqaäandl (d.821/1418); Levtzion, Hopkins, Corpus of Early 
Arabic Sources, 344f.; also Lange, Le Diwan des Sultans. 22, 65. 

1 3 Leo Frobenius, Und Afrika Sprach. Wissenschaftlich erweiterte Ausgabe, Bd. 2, 
Berlin 1912, 219f. H. Forkl, Die Beziehungen der zentralsudanischen Reiche Bomu, 
Mandara und Bagirmi sowie der Kotoko-Staaten zu ihren Nachbarn unter besonderer 
Berücksichtigung des Sao-Problems, München 1983, 220ff. 

14 M. Lombard, The Golden Age of Islam, Amsterdam et. al. 1975; Janet Abu-Lughod, 
Before European Hegemony: The World System A.D. 1250-1350, Oxford et al.: 
Oxford University Press 1989; Brett, Fentress, The Berbers, 126ff. 
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Indonesian archipelago under Dutch hegemony provide striking examples 
of the growing commercial and cultural impact of the Muslims, which in 
some regions even led to the emergence of new Islamic polities or to a 
thorough transformation of those which were already existing. 

The expanded network of Muslim states and communities which had 
come into being by the eighteenth century has been aptly described by Ira 
Lapidus as a "world system of Islamic societies,"15 which were all unique 
in their cultural and political outlook but were at the same time 
interconnected by political and religious contacts and by a core of common 
values. Within this decentralized system religious scholars and Sufi 
brotherhoods had gained in cultural and even political significance. This 
can be seen in a growing mobility of the scholars as well as in the 
emergence of a considerable number of new brotherhoods and religious 
communities which sometimes were even able to establish their own states 
and dynasties. At the holy places in the Higaz and at other centres of 
Islamic learning, scholars and Sufis from hitherto unnoticed ethnic groups 
or marginal regions made their appearance for the first time during this 
period, some of them gaining wide recognition. On the other hand many of 
the local religious and political movements which emerged among the 
Muslims in the so-called 'periphery' show the influence of that highly 
mobile group of scholarly travellers and pilgrims. These movements often 
established new centres of Islamic learning which became important for 
whole regions. Their activities also very often led to a tremendous increase 
in religious and didactic literature in Arabic as well as in local languages. 
For some of these languages literary use was fully established only during 
that period. Urdu, Swahili, Hausa and to some extent Tatar would perhaps 
provide the most outstanding examples of such newly emerging literatures 
in Arabic script, preceded by Malay which had already gained importance 
during the seventeenth century.16 

Another striking phenomenon of this period is the parallel development 
of religious controversies which arose in different parts of the Islamic 

1 5 Ira M. Lapidus, A History of Islamic Societies, Cambridge et. al.: Cambridge 
University Press 1988, 551. 

16 For Urdu: Aziz Ahmad, Studies in Islamic Culture in the Indian Environment, 
Oxford 1969, 244-57; Annemarie Schimmel, Classical Urdu Literature from the 
beginning to Iqbal, Wiesbaden 1975. For Tatar: Stéphane A. Dudoignon, 
"Djadidisme, Mirasisme, Islamisme", Cahiers du Monde russe 37, 1-2, 1996, 18. For 
Swahili: J. Knappert, Traditional Swahili Poetry, Leiden 1967; id., Swahili Islamic 
Poetry, Leiden 1971. For Hausa: M. Hiskett, "Hausa Literature", in: The 
Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. Ill, Leiden, London 21986, 280-83; idem, A History of 
Hausa Islamic Verse, London: SOAS 1975. For Malay: R.L. Roovfink, "Indonesia, 
VI. Literatures", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. Ill, Leiden, London 21986, 
1231-34; L.Y. Andaya, "Malay Peninsula", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. VI, 
Leiden 21991, 235; J. Siegel, "Malays", in: ibid., 239f. 
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World. Debates between followers and opponents of the Sufi brotherhoods 
gained in intensity in quite distant places. The same can be noticed for that 
central issue defining legal and religious authority, the debate on igtihad 
and taqlld which was revived in India as well as in the Yemen, the Higaz, 
and the Nagd in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. With regard to 
this issue there are even striking parallels to the controversy between the 
axbari and the usull scholars in the §Icite communities of the time which 
also focussed on igtihad and the authority of the mugtahid. Direct links 
between the SunnI and the §I°i debates, however, are yet to be identified.17 

Within the SunnI context, those who insisted on igtihad as an ongoing 
religious duty were often under suspicion because of their connections with 
bedouin groups or because of their remote origins from far-off areas.18 

Perhaps the most outspoken supporters of an igtihad based on Qur'an and 
Sunna in eighteenth-century Medina were influential scholars originating 
from India and West Africa, Muhammad b. Hayat as-Sindl (d. l 163/1750) 
and Salih al-Fulanl (d. 1218/1803-4).1 9 This suggests that the debate itself 

17 For the igtihad issue which has found renewed interest in recent research, see e.g. 
Rudolf Peters, "Idjtihad and taqlid in 18th century and 19th century Islam", Die Welt 
des Islams 20, 1980, 132-45; Wael B. Hallaq, "Was the Gate of ijtihad closed?", 
LIMES 16, 1984, 3-41; Lutz Wiederhold, "Das Manuskript Ms. orient. A 918 der 
Forschungsbibliothek Gotha als Ausgangspunkt fllr einige Überlegungen zum 
Begriff'igtihäd' in der sunnitischen Rechtswissenschaft", in: ZDMG 143, 1993, 328-
61; Knut S. Vik0r, Sufl and Scholar on the Desert Edge. Muhammad b. CA1I al-
Sanüsi (1787-1859), London: Hurst 1995, 221-3, 241-64; Wael B. Hallaq, "Ifta3 and 
Ijtihad in Sunni Legal Theory: A Development Account", in: Muhammad Khalid 
Masud, Brinkley Messick, David S. Powers (eds.). Islamic Legal Interpretation. 
Muftis and their Fatwas, Cambridge/Mass., London: Harvard University Press 1996, 
33-43; and the whole issue of Islamic Law and Society 3,2, 1996. 
On the axbäri-usüli controversy e.g. Etan Kohlberg, "Aspects of Akhbari Thought in 
the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries", in: N. Levtzion and J.O. Voll (eds.), 
Eighteenth-Century Renewal and Reform in Islam, Syracuse: Syracuse University 
Press 1987, 133-160. It has to be kept in mind that al-Astaräbädl (d. in Mecca 
c. 1036/1627), the founder of the later Axbari school which stressed the authority of 
the traditions of the Imams and denounced the qiyäs of the Usulis, also spent much 
time in the Higäz where he wrote his main doctrinal treatise (al-Fawi"id a 1-
madaniya, begun in Medina and finished in Mecca in 1031/1622). See also Werner 
Ende, "The Nakhäwila, a Shiite Community in Medina. Past and Present", Die Welt 
des Islams 37, 1997, 266. 
A famous Sunni scholar of the eighteenth century who showed himself quite familiar 
with §Ici positions was 'Abdallah as-Suwaydl (d.l 174/1761) in Bagdad, who was 
even invited to supervise the negotiations for a SunnI-§icI religious reconciliation in 
Iran which were arranged by Nadir Sah in 1736; see cAbdalläh b. Husayn as-
Suwaydi, Kitäb al-hugag al-qatcIya li-ttifaq al-firaq al-islämiya, al-Qähira 1323/1904. 
His account suggests that both SunnI and SICI scholars were well aware of each other 
and still had much basic common ground in their controversies. 

18 See for this aspect Vik0r, Sufi and Scholar on the Desert Edge, 258f, 263f. 
19 On these two scholars J.O. Voll, "Muhammad Hayyä al-Sind! and Muhammad Ibn 

cAbdalwahhab: an analysis of an intellectual group in eighteenth-century Madina", 
in: BSOAS 38, 1975, 32-39; J.O. Hunwick, "Salih al-Fullänl (1752/3-1803): The 
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was strongly coloured by the changing relations between center and 
periphery within the Islamic world which were mentioned above. The 
Tatar scholar al-Qursawi (1776-1812), whose career has been analysed 
recently by Michael Kemper,20 would seem to fit fully into this context 
with his activities. 

The changes in the relations between the different regions of the Islamic 
World which took place since the late seventeenth century still remain to be 
fully analysed. Three indicators for such changes are presented below in 
the context of historical case studies. They all serve from different 
perspectives to underline the growing cultural interaction between distant 
Muslim states, groups, and individuals. One case, that of the Naqsbandlya 
mugaddidlya, illustrates the diffusion of a Sufi brotherhood from a 
peripheral region (India) to the religious and political centres of the Middle 
East Another one, that of the city of Medina, shows the encounter and rise 
of new ethnic and scholarly groups within one of the most important 
religious centres itself. Evidence for a growing interconnection of Islamic 
scholars of quite distant origins is further derived from one of the most 
prominent Islamic scholars of the period in question, Murtada az-Zabldi 
(1732-91) and his vast network of scholarly relations which can be 
reconstructed from his own writings. The three indicators for socio-cultural 
change which are proposed here for further discussion are thus: a) the 
diffusion of an important religious movement from peripheral to central 
regions, b) changes in the ethno-religious structure of a highly important 
religious centre, and c) an expansion and re-focusing of scholarly networks. 
They will be demonstrated in the following. 

The notions 'centre' and 'periphery' and their use with respect to the 
Islamic World would admittedly require much closer discussion, especially 
with view to historical models of the European World Economy like those 
of Immanuel Wallerstein or Fernand Braudel. This would, however, go 
beyond the scope of the present article. For its purposes, the term 'centre' 
denotes a central position in a network of political, economic, cultural, or 
religious relations, 'periphery* a marginal position within such a network. 
The 'central regions' of the Islamic World are defined here to cover the 
Middle East and North Africa, its 'peripheral regions' all those other ones 
where Muslim states or communities were to be found at a given point of 

Career and Teachings of A West African cAlim in Medina", in: A.H. Green (ed.), In 
Quest of an Islamic Humanism. Arabic and Islamic Studies in memory of Mohamed 
al-Nowaihi, Cairo: The American University in Cairo Press 1984, 139-53. 

2 0 Michael Kemper,"Entre Boukhara et la Moyenne-Volga: cAbd an-Nasïr al-Qursâwï 
(1776-1812) en conflit avec les oulémas traditionalistes", Cahiers du Monde russe 37 
(1-2), Jan.-June 1996,41-51. 
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time. The still ongoing expansion of this regional 'periphery' and its 
interlacing with other 'Worlds' is obvious. 

Diffusion of a religious movement from a peripheral region: the 
NaqSbandiya mugaddidfya 

The spread of the Naqsbandiya mugaddidlya from India to Central Asia and 
the Ottoman Empire can be regarded as one of the most significant cultural 
developments of the period in question, far-reaching both in its 
geographical extension and in its religious and even political impact. The 
Naqsbandiya itself had spread with the Timurid Moguls from Central Asia 
to India. The branch of the Mugaddidlya which goes back to Ahmad 
Sirhindi (971/1563-1034/1624)21 came to overshadow most other 
affiliations of the Naqsbandiya, in India but then also elsewhere. The 
reasons for this success still seem to be far from clear, as the main special 
qualities which are generally presented for Sirhindf s followers are for the 
most part also to be found within other Naqsbandi branches and indeed 
within other Sufi brotherhoods. A central element was perhaps Sirhindl's 
claim to have been given the task to renew the spiritual link between the 
Prophet and his community and to define a transformation of the hierarchy 
of (spritual) realities (haqa'iq) for a new age. This would point to a 
distinct eschatological dimension of his original message.22 By his 
followers he was regarded as the 'Renewer of the Second Millennium' 
(Mugaddid-i alf-i tani). It is mainly these eschatological claims which were 
resented by the early opponents of Sirhindi and his successors.23 The 
Mugaddidlya led particular stress on divine transcendence and on the SarTa 
as a touchstone for Sufi consciousness. Like other Naqsbandis they 
practised an intense spiritual relationship between master and follower 
which was systematically built up by private meditation and joint ritual. 
The concentration on the Shaykh and the internalization of his image as a 
source of the Prophetical Light (nur muhammadi) were central to their 
practice.24 This would lead to a transmission of this interior light from the 

2 1 On him esp. Yohanan Friedmann, Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi. An Outline of His 
Thought and a Study of His Image in the Eyes of Posteriority, Montreal and London: 
McGill-Queen's University Press 1971; Muhammad Abdul Haq Ansari, Sufism and 
Shari'ah. A Study of Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindl's Effort to Reform Sufism, London: 
The Islamic Foundation 1406/1986. 

2 2 See esp. Friedmann, Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi, 17-21, 26. 
23 Ibid., 96. 
2 4 On Naqäbandi practice and ritual see esp. Michel Chodkiewicz, "Quelques aspects 

des techniques spirituelles dans la Tariqa Naqshbandiyya", in: Marc Gaborieau, 
Alexandre Popovic, Thierry Zarcone (eds.), Naaqshbandis. Cheminements et 
situation actuelle d'un ordre mystique musulman. Actes de la Table Ronde de Sèvres, 
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Shaykh's heart into that of the novice. The demand on the moral and 
spiritual perfection of their leaders was equally high. 

Despite a fairly ambiguous relationship with the different Mogul rulers 
the sons and descendants of Sirhindl retained considerable influence among 
the Muslim elite of the empire. Their call for a strict adherence to the 
Prophetic model in personal and public life led to a more formalized and 
closer structure of the Muslim community in northern India in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century. It tended to replace the universalist 
Muslim outlook which had been prevailing among the Muslims.25 This 
reorientation with its individual and its social aspects seems to have had 
repercussions also in other parts of the Islamic world. 

MugaddidI connections with the Higaz seem to have been developed 
fairly early. Tagaddin al-°Ulmani (d.1640), a contemporary follower of 
Sirhindrs own teacher, had already established himself in Mecca where he 
acquired his own following which extended to the Yemen and Egypt.26 

Sirhindl's influential successor Sayyid Adam Banuri (d. 1053/1644) was 
banished to the Higaz by the Mogul emperor Sah Gahan in 1052/1642 
because of the large number of his warlike Afghan followers.27 Sirhindl's 
son Muhammad Macsum (d.1079/1668) sent one of his followers from 
Central Asia, Ahmad Yakdast al-6uriyanl (d. 1119/1707-8?)28 as his xalifa 
to Mecca. This was in 1056/1646, about two years after Banuri's death. 
Yakdast gained many followers for the Mugaddidlya both among residents 
and pilgrims in Mecca. Muhammad Macsum himself, who supported the 
prince Awrangzib in his struggle against his senior brother Dara Sikuh 
(1067-8/1658-9), came to the holy city with his son Sibgatallah to mobilize 
the support of the culama* and Sufis to pray for Awrangzib's victory.29 

2-4 mai 1985, Istanbul-Paris: Éditions Isis 1990, 69-82; Butnis Abu-Manneh, 
"Khalwa and rSbita in the Khâlidi Suborder"; ibid., 289-302; Fritz Meier, Zwei 
Abhandlungen über die NaqSbandiyya, Beiruter Texte und Studien 58, Istanbul: 
Franz Steiner Verlag 1994. 

2 5 See for this point Arthur F. Buehler, "The Naqshbandiyya in Timürid India: the 
Central Asian legacy", Journal of Islamic Studies 7:2, 1996, 208-28, here p.220. 

2 6 al-Muhibbl, Xuläsat al-atar ff a'yân al-qam al-hädl caSar, al-Qahira 1284/1867,1464-
70; Hamid Algar, "A Brief History of the Naqshbandi Order", M. Gaborieau et al. 
(eds.), Naqshbandis, 20. 

27 Buehler, "The Naqshbandiyya in Timürid India", 221f. 
2 8 About Ahmad Yakdast see al-Murâdl, Silk ad-durar fî a'yân al-qam at-ßnl 'a$ar, 

Büläq 1301/1883, repr. Bagdad n.d., I 107 f.; Algar, "A Brief History of the 
Naqshbandi Order", 28; Barbara Kellner-Heinkele, "cAbd al-ôanl an-NäbulusI and 
his Turkish Disciples", in: Abdeljelil Temimi (ed.), La vie intellectuelle dans les 
provinces arabes à l'époque ottoman, Les Actes du III Symposium International 
d'Études Ottomanes, Zaghouan 1990, Vol. III, 108f. For the problems of dating his 
death see Anke von KQgelgen' s article in the present volume. 

2 9 Buehler, "The Naqshbandiyya in TTmürid India", 219ff. 
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The controversy over Sirhindrs main œuvre, the Maktûbât, which arose 
later in Awrangzîb's reign, indicates the continuous growth of the 
Mugaddidîya during that period.30 After the Maktûbât had been proscribed 
by imperial decree in 1090/1679 the issue was followed up by a fatwâ on 
this matter by the leading scholars of the Higâz, published at the request of 
the Mogul religious authorities in 1093/1682. The fatwâ declared Sirhindi 
an infidel because of his eccentric claims. It is clear, however, that this 
condemnation was by no means unanimous. Support for Sirhindi came 
from different writers inside and outside the Higâz, showing the growing 
influence of his brotherhood in India, but also in Egypt and Syria.31 

At the same time when Sirhindi was condemned by the religious 
authorities in India and in the Higâz, the Mugaddidîya was about to gain 
official recognition within the Ottoman capital itself. It does not seem by 
accident that its acceptance by prominent dignitaries and culamâ' came at a 
highly critical point in Ottoman history. This was the Vienna campaign 
and the disastrous defeat of 1094/1683 which permanently altered the 
balance of power between the Empire and the European states. The order 
was brought to the central Ottoman lands by another disciple of Macsum 
from Central Asia, the Sarif Muhammad Murâd (1050-1132/1640-1719F 
who had spent a long time in India and in the Higâz. After a visit to his 
homeland Bukhara and even to the Safavid capital he went to Iraq, Egypt, 
and Syria, settling in Damascus around 1080/1669. He then visited Istanbul 
and stayed there for five years from 1092-97/1681-1686. (This thus 
coincided with both the condemnation of Sirhindi in the Higâz and the 
batde of Vienna). During this time he was much visited and he initiated 
many "ulamâ*, Sûfïs, and Mullâs into the Mugaddidîya. The rest of his life 
was spent between Damascus, the Higâz, and Istanbul where he finally died 
and was buried. In the meantime he had been honoured with annual 
donations (mâlikânàt) from the Sultan Mustafà II (1695-1703), as the first 

3 0 On the following Y. Friedmann, Shaykh Ahmad Sirhindi, 94-101. 
3 1 For a conflict which arose in Mecca and Medina at the same time over the 

distribution of the large donation made by Awrangzlb and which also involved the 
author of the fatwâ, the Medinese scholar cAbdarrasul al-Barzangl, see cAbdalbasit 
Badr, at-Tarix aS-Sâmil li-l-Madina al-Munawwara, al-Madlna 1414/1993, II, 369ff. 

3 2 About Muhammad Murâd and his followers see especially the biographical account 
written by his great-grandson, al-Muràdl, Silk ad-durar IV, 129ff.; Algar, "A Brief 
History of the Naqshbandl Order", 27f.; Kellner-Heinkele, "cAbd al-ôanï an-
NabulusI and his Turkish Disciples", 109f. About his tekke and mausoleum in Eyiip, 
Istanbul, see Thierry Zarcone, "Histoire et croyances des derviches Turkestanais et 
Indiens à Istanbul", in: Jean-Louis Bacqué-Grammont, Thierry Zarcone, Edhem 
Eldem, Frédéric Hitzel, Michel Tuchscherer (eds.), Anatolia Modema. Yeni Anadolu 
II. Derviches et cimetières Ottomans, Paris: Librairie d'Amérique et d'Orient, Adrien 
Maisonneuve 1991, 137-200, here 144f. 
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person to be privileged by grants of that kind. He had founded his own 
Madrasa in Damascus and had won great influence as a mediator between 
the town and the capital, and he had laid the foundations for a prominent 
position of his family which was to last for several generations. 

Murad's reception by the Sayx al-Islam Feyzullah Efendi (d.l 115/1703), 
the most influential Ottoman scholar of that time,33 would seem to mark a 
significant turn in the religious policy of the empire. This policy had been 
dominated for many years by radical opponents of the Sufi brotherhoods 
which originated from the movement founded by Qadizade Mehmed Efendi 
in the early seventeenth century. It had many followers among the religious 
scholars, preachers and students but was also supported by influential 
palace officials, by the imperial guards, and also by the market traders. The 
Qadlzadeli propagated a religious orientation which was to be strictly based 
on Qur'an and Sunna. Their leader at the time was Van! Mehmed Efendi 
(d.1096/1685).34 He was from 1069/1659 until 1094/1683 the leading 
preacher and scholar of the capital. With support of the grand vezir he had 
been successful in curtailing and even banning many activities of the 
brotherhoods. Feyzullah Efendi was his son-in-law and owed his career 
largely to Vanfs influence. The defeat at Vienna where Van! had been 
present as the leading Shaykh of the army (ordu seyxi) marked the end of 
his exalted position: he was banished to his estate and died shortly 
afterwards. The anti-Sufi policy was also abandoned shortly after the 
defeat, as can be seen in the official permission of their semac 

performances in 1095/1684.35 

In a way the official recognition of the Mugaddidlya in Istanbul can be 
seen as a step by which Sufi and anti-Sufi tendencies could be reconciled. 
With their stress on the Sunna and their strongly internalized religious 
practice they differed from other Sufi brotherhoods like the Mevlevlye and 
the Xalvetiye/Xalwatiya which had borne the brunt of Qadlzadeli polemics. 
The Xalwatiya itself developed strong connections with the Naqsbandiya. 
This becomes particularly clear for Syria where the most famous Naqsbandi 

3 3 Sayx al-Islam in 1099/1688 and from 1106-15/1694-1703, finally killed during the 
Edirne unrest (Edime vaq casi), see on him esp. Orhan F. KoprUlil, 'Feyzullah 
Efendi', Islam Ansiklopedisi 4, 593-600; cIlmiye salnamesi, Istanbul: Matbaca-i 
camire 1334/1916 491ff. 

3 4 On him Semiramis £avu$oglu, The Kadizadeli movement: An attempt of $eri'at-
minded reform in the Ottoman Empire, Ph.D. Princeton University 1990, 153-67; M. 
Zilfi, "The Kadizadelis: Discordant Revivalism in Seventeenth-Century Istanbul", 
Journal of Near Eastern Studies 45, 1986, 263ff. 

35 £avu§oglu, The Kadizadeli movement, 166. 
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scholar of the time was cAbdalgani an-Nabulusi (1050-1143/1641-1731),36 

in Damascus. He was closely connected with Murad's family as a teacher 
of his son and some of his grandsons. cAbdalgani's most prominent 
student, however, was a XalwatI, Mustafa b. Kamaladdin al-Bakrf (1099-
1162/1688-1749),37 whose activities and travels inspired a wave of new 
branches of the Xalwatiya in the Higaz, in Egypt, and even in the Magrib. 
He was also initiated into the Naqsbandiya and saw the close bond between 
the Sufl master and the novice (rabita) apparently in quite similar terms as 
that brotherhood.38 In the case of the Sudanese Xatmlya which was 
founded in the early nineteenth century, the influence of the Naqsbandiya 
has also been established by recent research.39 

The reasons for the success of the Mugaddidlya and of those 
brotherhoods of similar inspiration in different parts of the Islamic world 
can perhaps be found in their appeal to a closer personal identification with 
the Prophet and at the same time to a wider sense of moral and corporate 
identity among religious scholars and educated people.40 In the case of the 
Ottoman empire, the spread of the order within the official elite and its 
impact on imperial reform has been fully demonstrated by Butrus Abu-
Manneh41. Leading members of the reforming bureaucrats around the 
Sultans Selim III (1789-1807) belonged to the Mugaddidiya. With the 

3 6 For him and his Ottoman disciples sec Kellner-Heinkele, "cAbd al-Ganï an-
Nâbulusï"; cAbdalganï's own affiliation to the NaqSbandlya, however, went back 
directly to the Central Asian line of the famous Shaykh Maxdüm-i Aczam (d.1542); 
see his own account in al-Haqlqa wa-l-magâz fi r-rihJa ila biläd ai-Sâm wa-Misr wa-
I-Higäz, ed. Ahmad cAbdaImagîd Harïdî, al-Qâhira: al-Hay3a al-misrïya al-câmma li-
1-kitab 1986, 46. 

3 7 Frederick De Jong, "Mustafa Kamal al-Din al-Bakri (1688-1749). Revival and 
Reform of the Khalwatiyya Tradition?", in: Levtzion, Voll (eds.), Eighteenth-
Century Renewal and Reform in Islam, 117-32. For his initiation into the 
NaqSbandlya see p. 118. 

3 8 Bemd Radtke, "Sufism in the 18th century: an attempt at a provisional appraisal", 
Die Welt des Islam 36, 1996, 344f. 

3 9 See e.g. for the Sudanese Xatmlya Nicole Grandin, "À propos des AsSnîd de la 
Naqshbandiyya dans les fondements de la Khatmiyya du Soudan Oriental: Stratégies 
de pouvoir et relation maître/disciple", in: Gaborieau et.al. (eds.), Naqshbandis, 621-
55; Radtke, "Sufism in the 18th century", 334f. The affiliation of the founder of the 
Xatmlya went back to Adam Baniiri, the disciple of Sirhindl mentioned above; see 
Muhammad cUîmân al-Mirganï (d. 1269/1852), an-Nafahât al-Makkîya, in Magmü'at 
an-nafahät ar-rabbänlya, al-Qâhira: Mustafa al-Bäbf al-Halabl 1400/1980, 12. 
Muhammad as-Sanüsi also had some NaqSbandlya affiliations, see Vik0r, Sufi and 
Scholar on the Desert Edge, 94,97, 120, 287. 

4 0 Kellner-Heinkele, "cAbd al-Ganï an-NâbulusI and his Turkish Disciples", 110, 
speaks of "an athmosphere of NaqSbandï brotherhood across barriers of age, ethnicity 
and class". 

4 1 Butrus Abu-Manneh, "The Naqshbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya in the Ottoman Lands in 
the early 19th Century", Die Welt des Islams 22, 1982, 1-36; id., "The Islamic Roots 
of the Gülhane Rescript", Die Welt des Islams 34, 1994, 173-203. 
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downfall of this Sultan they were also persecuted but gradually resumed 
their activities. The outbreak of the Greek Revolution in 1821 brought the 
Naqsbandlya again to the forefront of public life. Several declarations were 
issued by the Sultan, which called the Muslims to bind their hearts together 
and to emulate the example of the early Islamic community. The contents 
of these declarations seem to have been influenced by Naqsbandlya 
teaching. The Naqsbandlya scholars and bureaucrats also fully supported 
Mahmud II in his reform policies. One of their members, Pertev Efendi, 
even drafted the firman which announced the abolition of the Janissary 
corps in 1826, and the Naqsbandlya apparently also played a leading role in 
the abolition of the Bektashi order in the same year. The main zawiya of 
Haggi Bektas in central Anatolia was put under a Naqsbandi Shaykh,42 and 
many Bektashi leaders turned NaqSbandls. The influence became even 
stronger after Mahmud II under his son cAbdalmagid I (1839-61), whose 
early policy of a reconciliation with Egypt and the Arab provinces 
emphasized religious unity and justice. As Abu-Manneh has shown, even 
the famous Xatt-i Serif of Giilhane (1839) which is commonly regarded the 
first step towards a westernization of the empire bears a fully Islamic 
character which can be related to the political and religious ideals of the 
leading bureaucrats who drafted it and who were clearly influenced by the 
Naqsbandlya. 

The unprecedented spread of the Mugaddidlya within the Ottoman 
heartlands, which made it the paramount order in Turkey until the present, 
also took place during that critical period. The activities of Mawlana Xalid 
al-Bagdadi (1778-1827) led to the establishment of a highly active branch 
of the Mugaddidlya, the Xalidlya which rose to predominance among the 
Naqsbandlya within the whole Ottoman lands. Striving to initiate as many 
novices as possible, Xalid introduced the practice of a spiritual retreat 
(xalwa) as a short form of initiation which had not been in regular use 
among the Naqsbandlya before.43 His followers included both rural 
elements in the Kurdish districts and urban scholars, notables and ordinary 
townsmen in Damascus where he had settled in 1238/1823. His strong anti-
Christian and anti-Sicite outlook, and the prayers for the victory of the 
Ottomans and the downfall of the Christians and Persians which he made 
obligatory for his followers, both show the heated political climate within 
which his activities were situated. His influence came to be felt in Istanbul 
from 1819 onwards, apparently at first among the Kurdish immigrants but 

4 2 See for this also Thierry Zarcone, "Le mausolée de Hâcï Bektâsh Velî en Anatolie 
centrale (Turquie)", in: H. Chambert-Loir et C. Guillot (eds.), Le culte des saints 
dans ¡'Islam, École Française d'Extrême Orient, Paris 1995, 31 lf. 

4 3 Abu-Manneh, "Khalwa and ribita", 290ff. 
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soon also among leading culama' of the capital. One of them was 
Makklzade Mustafa cAsim Efendi who held the office of Sayx al-Islam 
several times (1818-9, 1823-5, 1833-46).44 The last appointment was part 
of Mahmud II's increasing concern to strengthen his position as an Islamic 
leader, a tendency which was followed by his son and successor. But the 
Xalidiya also gained a wide popular appeal and struck roots throughout 
Anatolia.45 

The role of the Naqsbandiya mugaddidiya as an integrating factor of the 
Ottoman religious and administrative elite, and its final contribution to the 
reform activities and to popular mobilization in the period from 1789-1840, 
should have become clear from the foregoing description. An interplay of a 
growing transnational network with local religious and political milieus can 
be observed, which had both similar and diverse results in different parts of 
the Islamic world. This seems to be the conclusion if the Ottoman and the 
Indian developments of the Naqsbandiya are compared. It would seem that 
the Naqsbandiya mugaddidlya also provides the first case of an Islamic 
movement originating in India and spreading over much of the Islamic 
World. Others like the Ahmadlya or the Tabllgi 6amacat were to follow 
from the late nineteenth century onward. 

The feedback of the Mugaddidiya into the Naqsbandiya heartlands in 
Central Asia still has to be accounted for.46 Muhammad Murad does not 
seem to have left traces in his homelands. Another local Shaykh, 
Hablballah Buxari (d.1111/1700), according to tradition a xalifa of 
Muhammad Macsum,47 would seem to have been the first to introduce the 
Mugaddidiya to Bukhara. He received his affiliation either in India or in 
the Higaz. Among his followers was a dervish and poet from Turkestan, 
Sufi Allahyar (d.1721 or 1724)48 who later became his xalifa and whose 
Maslak al-muttaqin, written in Persian, found wide readership as the basic 
text for religious and ethical admonition in Central Asia. A Tatar scholar 
trained in Bukhara, cAbdalkarim b. Baltay (d.l 171/1758),49 also studied 
under Hablballah. Another line of affiliation goes back through different 
links to a student of Macsum who is called in local accounts Ahmad-i 
Makkl and who might be identified with Macsum's xalifa in Mecca, Ahmad 
Yakdast. The main feedback of the Mugaddidiya, it seems, came to be 

4 4 Abu-Manneh, "Naqshbandiyya-Mujaddidiyya" 32f. 
4 5 Hamid Algar, "Nakshbandiyya, 2. In Turkey", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. 

Vn, Leiden, New York 21993,937. 
4 6 See for this and the following remarks also - and in much more detail - the 

contribution of Anke von Kiigelgen to the present volume. 
4 7 See e.g. Muhammad Murâd ar-Ramzi, Talfiq al-axbir, Orenburg 1905, II41 If. 
4 8 Stéphane Dudoignon, "Djadidisme, Mirasisme, Islamisme", 18. 
4 9 ar-Ramzi, Talffq al-axbâr, II, 411f. 
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connected with the recovery of Bukhara as a regional trading centre at the 
crossroads of Russia, Iran, Afghanistan, and India, which took place largely 
under the Mangit dynasty (since 1747) and reached its peak under Sah 
Murad (Amir 1785-1800) and his successor Amir Haydar (1800-26). The 
description given by Khanikoff50 for the economy of Bukhara in the early 
1840s shows the prominent position of the traders in the town whose 
legendary wealth is even reported to have equalled that of the emir himself. 
MugaddidI Shaykhs in Kashmir and Kabul seem to have played an 
important role for Central Asian scholars during this period. The most 
important local branch of the Mugaddidiya was established by Xwaga 
MusaXan Dahbldl (c.l 110/1698-1190/1776).5i The xalifas of MusaXan 
apparently played a central role in the religious and communal life of the 
emirate, sometimes in close alliance with the emir, sometimes in opposition 
to him. Leading scholars of several Central Asian states became disciples 
of the Dahbidlya Shaykhs, as well as many of the Tatars who came to 
Bukhara for study. Their strict observance of the §ari°a at times came into 
conflict with the demands and needs of their local constituencies where 
many forms of religious chants and musical performances had been in use 
for a long time. This was especially the case where the Dahbldls were 
winning adherents from among the followers of the more popular Yasawlya 
brotherhood. Babadzanov describes the controversy over the acceptability 
of the 'loud dikr' (dikr-i gahr) which became a notorious consequence of 
this situation and which remained basically unresolved. Others like the 
Tatar followers seem to have been attached more to the ritual sobriety 
which can perhaps be described as the mainstream of the Mugaddidlya. 
The controversy thus shows the challenges which confronted this 
brotherhood in Central Asia and which involved the religious training of a 
newly emerging commercial elite as well as the transformation of 
communal religious identity and practice.52 

The case of the Naqsbandlya mugaddidlya was used here as an example 
for the impact of a widespread but decentralized network of a religious 
movement on different parts of the Islamic world. It remains to be seen 

5 0 N. Khanikoff, Bokhara, Its Emir and Its People, London 1845, 195ff., 206-27. 
5 1 Baxtiyor M. Babadianov, "On the History of the Naqäbandlya mugaddidiya in cen-

tral Mäwarä3annahr in the late 18th and early 19th centuries", in: Kemper, von 
Kiigelgen, Yermakov (eds.), Muslim Culture in Russia and Central Asia irom the 
18th to the Early 20th Centuries, 385-413. 

5 2 The introduction of the 'loud ¿ik/ into NaqSbandl practice had already sparked 
controversy in Medina and the Yemen in the late 17th and early 18th century. As in 
Central Asia it seems to have been related to contact and multiple affiliation with 
other Süfi orders. See Joseph F. Fletcher, "The Naqshbandiyya in northwest China", 
in: id., Studies on Chinese and Islamic Inner Asia, Aldershot: Variorum 1995, XI, 
24-31. 
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how international developments and new relations between central and 
peripheral regions were reflected in the major religious centres themselves. 

Medina - transformation of communal structures and rise of migrant 
groups in a major religious centre 

Medina, the city of the Prophet, seems to be a particularly significant place 
to look at for our purpose. Apart from its obvious religious position as one 
of the most sacred places of Islam, this town is important because it can be 
regarded as representing both centre and periphery at the same time. It has 
to be admitted that, at least during the period under discussion (eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century), Medina could certainly not be regarded as 
central in a cultural, economic, or political sense, for all its sanctity. As the 
main Ottoman base in the Higaz it was strongly connected with the imperial 
administration, but an appointment to this city was something which was 
indeed not very much sought-after by aspiring soldiers, officials, or 
culama\ At most it was regarded as a step on the career ladder which was 
to be followed by other transfers as quickly as possible. Appointment to 
Medina could even mean some honourable form of exile. 

As a religious centre, however, Medina served as an important rallying 
point for pilgrims and scholars from all parts of the Islamic world, bringing 
them into contact with each other and also with the world of the Ottoman 
empire itself. It could be regarded as a gateway which even for people 
from poor and remote regions could provide some dignified access to the 
metropolitan centres of the Near East like Cairo, Damascus, and especially 
to Istanbul itself. Most male residents of Medina would be involved in the 
pilgrims' affairs in one way or another, whether as farraSun, the attendants 
of the Haram, or as muzawwirun, i.e. pilgrims' guides. This would entitle 
them to regular payments and alms. As relationships between a muzawwir 
and his client would last even beyond the pilgrimage, he could often hope 
for annual presents to be sent to him via the pilgrims' caravan from that 
side. The farrdiun would also have their correspondents in different parts 
of the empire which would provide them with similar gratifications. In 
appreciation of the status of the town and the care to be taken by its 
inhabitants of the pilgrims, all of them, whether born citizens or mere 
residents (mu§awirun) of Medina were entitled to payments from the 
administration of the awqaf in Istanbul. Making use of their connections 
with prominent pilgrims, many people from Medina would undertake the 
journey to Turkey and Istanbul to obtain a handsome ikram payment as 
well as other donations which might arise from wealthy patrons for 
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inhabitants of that holy city.53 This money often provided them with a 
basic capital which they invested in Medina into housing or trade after their 
return. For those immigrants the sacred city, poor as it often was, had much 
to offer. Many regional groups had already established their own awqaf 
and lodges in the town in order to provide shelter and some basic 
maintenance for people of their region. As one Medinese author, 
Muhammad Kibrit (d. 1070/1660) put it.54 

It is one of the virtues of Medina that it supports the stranger, even 
against its own people. This is the secret behind emotional attachment, and 
he will not come from far away without making (Medina) his place of 
choice instead of his (former) home. 

Medina also provided refuge for exiles of all sorts, whether for scholars 
and princes who had fallen out with local rulers or for those who had been 
expelled from their homelands and were waiting either for return or looking 
for some new opportunities. Any serious political crisis, and in particular 
the European imperial expansion into the Islamic lands, produced many 
such exiles to the sacred cities. Those regions bordering on the Russian 
empire were markedly affected by this since the late eighteenth century. 

In contrast to Mecca the Sarifian aristocracy in Medina had retained no 
more than symbolic functions: Medina had been recognized as part of the 
realm of the Sarif of Mecca by the Ottoman Sultan Sellm I, and the former 
official position of the Husaynid Sarifs had been in constant decline until it 
fell into complete disuse around 1100.55 Medina's population had 
apparently undergone serious fluctuations. There was a strong increase of 
Ottomans who settled permanently and made Turkish the second language 
in the town, but also a growing number of immigrants from other regions as 
well. By the end of the 12th/18th century most of the prominent families of 
the city did not date back beyond the 1 lth/17th century.56 

This does not mean that Medina did not have its fair share in the rise of a 
local elite of urban notables and military leaders (acyan) which was so 

5 3 For a description of the organization of the pilgrims' affairs and the quite organized 
relations between the Medinese and Istanbul in the early 19th century see John Lewis 
Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, London 1829, repr. London: Frank Cass 1968, 342-
49, 383; Richard F. Burton, Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage to Al-Madinah & 
Meccah, London: George Bell and Sons 1906,1371-75; II 7f. 

5 4 cAbdalbasit Badr, at-Tarix aS-Samil li-l-Madlna al-Munawwara, II, 346. 
55 cAbdalbasit Badr, at-Tarix aS-iamil ti-l-Madina al-Munawwara, II, 339ff. For the 

Twelver-Srite background of the Husaynids of Medina and its impact on the town 
see Werner Ende, "The Nakhawila", 272-87. 

5 6 This comes out clearly from the description of the prominent families and their 
origins by cAbdarrahman al-Ansari (d. after 1197/1783), Tuhfat al-mubibbin wa-1-
ashab fi ma'rifat ma li-l-madaniyin win al-ansab, ed. Muhammad al-cArusI al-
Matwl, Tunis: al-Maktaba al-catiqa 1390/1970. 
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typical for many towns and regions of the empire during this period.57 

This rise involved a large number of local families mainly of religious and 
scholarly reputation, from whom the Mufti of the town came to be ap-
pointed. The different units of the Ottoman army in the town also recruited 
an increasing number of young volunteers from the inhabitants or from the 
mugawirun which provided another opportunity for migrants. Apart from 
the garrison of the citadel (Qalcaglya), the Ottoman stronghold in the 
Higaz, there were units of the cavallery (Isbahlya), of a light infantry 
(Nawbatgiya), and of the Janissaries (Inkisarlya) which all became 
inportant factors in the affairs of the town. Power and influence came to be 
shared and competed for by various factions from within and outside 
Medina. For the most part it was a triangular affair between the Sayx al-
Haram as the main representative of the Ottoman government, the Sarif of 
Mecca and the communal interests gathering around the Mufti and 
increasingly around some of the military leaders. In this struggle the 
communal elite and the local military leaders managed to secure an 
increasing degree of independence from Sarifian authority until the end of 
the eighteenth century.58 

New forms of political arrangements and popular uprisings, typical for 
this period, can also be studied in Medina. They show the emergence of a 
broader base for communal action among people with different origins and 
interests. A group of prominent scholars and some military elements even 
established a formal alliance called &amacat al-cahd which strove to 
establish control over local affairs. In a conflict with the Aghas of the 
Haram which arose in 1134/1722 they managed to secure the deposition of 
some members of that highly sacrosanct group from the Sarif of Mecca. 
But due to their influence on ruling circles within the capital the Aghas 
managed to turn the case to their favour, and they had the leaders of the 
&amaca exiled or even executed by the Ottoman authorities in 1136/1724. 
Popular rebellion had more success in a revolt against official 
mismanagement in 1155/1742. The leader of this rebellion, Hasan Kabus, a 
trader and soldier of disputed origin, had even maintained close relations 

57 See the seminal article by Albert Hourani, "Ottoman Reform and the Politics of 
Notables", in: The Emergence of the Modern Middle Eist, London: Macmillan Press 
1981, 36-66; repr. in: Albert Hourani, Philip S. Khouty, Mary C. Wilson (eds.), The 
Modern Middle East, London: I.B. Tauris Publishers 1993, 83-109. 

58 The following account of the struggles in 18th-century Medina is based on Badr, at-
TSrix aS-Sämil, II, 373-422. For a comprehensive bibliography of Arabic sources and 
studies on Medina which also includes further material on the 18th century see 
"Abdarrazzäq b. Farräg as-Sâcidï, "Mucgam ma ullifa can al-Madlna al-
Munawwara", al-'Arab, ar-Riyäd: Dar al-Yamäma, vol. 31, 1996, No. 1-2, pp. 49-79; 
5-6, 343-60; 7-8, 453-74. 
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with the Naxawila,59 the otherwise despised §icite palm gardeners of the 
town. When he was later killed by the garrison of the citadel, the Medinese 
brought in some of their bedouin allies for revenge. The following struggle 
finally led to the deposition and replacement of the Sayx al-Haram himself. 
At the end of the century the involvement of Surur, the Sarif of Mecca, in 
the communal struggles led to the formal separation of Medina from his 
authority, an imperial decision which was procured by the Mufti of the 
town in 1189/1775 through his contacts with the capital. The enraged Sarif 
beleaguered and conquered Medina in 1194/1780. But the garrison which 
he left behind was later defeated and forced to withdraw, and the ensuing 
battle against the Sarifian army was won by the united military units of the 
town. Medina had thus secured a considerable autonomy under direct 
Ottoman authority. Although the political structure underwent several 
changes during the nineteenth century, the local elite which had emerged 
during the foregoing period was to be largely respected even under 
Wahhabi and Egyptian rule. 

The rise of families in Medina, but also their changing fortunes - losses 
in business, wayward children - were covered in detail by the 
contemporary Medinese historian cAbdarrahman al-Ansari (d. after 
1197/1783) with sometimes sarcastic remarks, alongside with the 
genealogical information which he had been collecting for a long time. In 
some cases this gives a contemporary view of a family which was to 
become immensely important in later times. This is the case with the 
6amal al-Layl Sarifs, one of the leading cAlawi Sufi families from South 
Arabia with activities reaching from India to East Africa. In 1853 one of 
their members held the office of the Naqlb al-asraf in the town.®® The 
development of the as-Samman family, the founders of the famous 
Sammaniya brotherhood which was just beginning to gain tremendous 
influence all over the Islamic world, can also be followed from its modest 
beginnings in the local market of Medina where the founder of the family 
had established himself as a butter seller.61 

The diversity and the cosmopolitan character of Medina which was 
noticed by travellers like Burckhardt and Burton,62 comes out very clearly 
in al-Ansari's work.There are relatively few Higazls and hardly any Nagdi 

5 9 al-Ansàri, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 41 If.: Bayt Kabus. He mentions that this family is 
frequently regarded as belonging to the Naxawila, but rejects this opinion, claiming 
that they came from Egypt. For this and for the most comprehensive account of the 
Naxawila see Ende, "The Nakhàwila" (esp. 304). 

6 0 al-Ansari, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 121f.; Burton, Personal Narrative, II24. 
6 1 al-Ansari, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 278-82; Burton, Personal Narrative, 1292,426. 
6 2 Burckhardt, Travels in Arabia, 370; Burton, Personal Narrative, II5. 
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elements mentioned by him. Among the families of Arabic origin Yemenis 
and Egyptians largely dominate, with a sizeable number of Magribls also 
residing in the town. The most prominent Moroccan Sufi brotherhood of 
the time, the Nasiriya of ad-Darca, had several wealthy members residing in 
Medina and maintained its own awqaf there. One of their leaders was for a 
long time head of the MagribI community and the Nazir of its pious 
foundations.63 Kurdish scholars played a very prominent role, especially 
from the Barzangi and Kuranl families. Although not as numerous as in 
Mecca, Indian residents, especially Sindis, were a large group also in 
Medina, including traders as well as leading scholars. The most wealthy 
man of the town also was of Indian origin.64 The other strong group were 
those mentioned families of Turkish descent, some of whom had come on 
official assignment, some others simply as mugawirun. One of the most 
prominent of them was the Bayt Ilyas. To this family belonged the Mufti 
Tagaddln Ilyas (b.1144/1731, still alive 1197/1783)65 who had played such 
a decisive role in securing the autonomy of Medina. The other mentioned 
groups, however, were equally involved in these struggles: among the 
leaders of the &amacat al-cahd was a prominent member of the Barzangi 
family, cAbdalkarim b. cAbdarrasul al-Barzangl who was even executed in 
(jidda in 1136/1724, and also two sons of a Sindl trader who were active 
soldiers in the local garrison.66 

Central Asian residents are also represented in al-AnsarTs account. A 
prominent Sayyid family of long standing, Bayt al-cAdili, is reported to 
have come originally from Bukhara.67 One of them also belonged to the 
leaders of the Gama'at al-cahd. Another family of long standing from 
Xugand, attested in the town since 766/1365, was dying out in al-AnsarTs 
time. They had been the first Hanafx Imams in the Rawda (i.e. the main 
hall of the Haram in Medina).68 As can be learnt from another source, this 
office was towards the end of the 12th century given again to a son of a 

6 3 al-Ansârî, Tuhfat al-muhibbln, 223f.: ad-Darâwi. 
6 4 Muhammad SacId cAbdaääakür; see al-Ansârï, Tuhfat al-muhibbln, 315: ai-Éakûri; 

365 f.: 'AbdaZSakür. 
6 5 al-Ansârî, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 39-43: Bayt Ilyäs; esp. 41f.; Badr, at-Tärix aS-Sâmil li-

1-Madina al-Munawwara, 408 ff. 
6 6 al-Ansârî, Tuhfat al-muhibbln, 449f.: Bayt Mahmud; see also Badr, at-Târix aS-Sämil 

li-l-Madlna al-Munawwara, 387. 
6 7 al-Ansârî, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 357ff.: Bayt al-'ÂdiU. 
6 8 al-Ansârî, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 207ff.: Bayt al-Xugandî. The founder of this family in 

Medina, Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Xugandl (d. 802 / 1400) and some 
of his descendants are mentioned in as-SaxâwI, ad-Daw* al-lämic, Beirut: Dar al-ôïl 
1412/1992 [Cairo 1313/1896], e.g. I, 24f.; II, 67, 194-201 (founder); VI, 245f.; VIII, 
277, 297f. 
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resident from Bukhara.69 Sons of other Buxari and Balxi families had 
served as scribes or joined different military corps of the town (citadel, 
cavalry, Janissaries).70 A mugawir from Balx, al-Faqlh Zahid al-BalxI al-
Azbaki (in Medina since 1080/1669), had been the Qur'anic teacher in the 
Prophet's Mosque. He and his son Muhammad (d. 1145/1732) had taught 
most of the sons of the leading families, including al-Ansarf himself.71 

Migrants and scholars from Dagistan in Medina 

Perhaps the most significant rise of a newly arrived ethnic group from 
modest beginnings to local prominence and scholarly reputation can be 
seen in the people from Dagistan. For all its highly diverse social and 
political structures and despite its eventful and dramatic history this region 
has witnessed a remarkable rise of an Arabic literary culture since the 
seventeenth century.72 As Krackovskiy has shown, this literary culture was 
strongly influenced by a Zaydi scholar from the Yemen in the Higaz, Salih 
b. Mahdl al-Muqbill (1047-1108/1637-1696),73 who was already a strong 
opponent of taqlid. At the time of as-Sawkanl (d. 1250-1834), some 
Dagistanls were still seeking to establish contacts with famous Yemeni 
scholars in both the Higaz and the Yemen. These contacts would link them 
to the hadit scholarship - and presumably also to the legal debates - of the 
time. As Amri R. Sixsaidov has shown recently, the local literary culture in 
Dagistan was based on a large number of private collections of Arabic 
books which were collected by the scholars during their travels to the 
Yemen and to other Arab countries. The emergence of a rich didactic and 
historical literature in Arabic of local authorship also belongs to this 
remarkable revival which still remains to be studied for its impact on local 
and regional developments. In the eighteenth century, Dagistanls can be 

6 9 cAbdalhaqq b. Mulla Niyäz; see Murtadâ az-Zabidi, Muc£am al-maSâ"ix, fol. 58a. 
The autograph of this unpublished text is preserved in the Library of the Islamic 
University in Medina. A copy of a microfilm version (film no. 6238) was made 
available - thanks to the courtesy of Mr. Ahmad Dubayyân, Bonn - to the 
Department of Oriental and Indian Studies, Ruhr-Universität Bochum. See further 
below. 

7 0 al-Ansârî, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 21 If.: Bayt al-Xwäga; 118: Bayt al-BalxI. 
71 al-Ansârî, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 266: Bayt Zahid. 
7 2 W. Barthold, A. Bennigsen: "Dâghistân", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. II, 

Leiden 21991, 85-89; I. Kratchkovsky, "Daghestan et Yémen", Mélanges Gautier, 
Algiers 1937, 288-96; Amri Sixsaidov, "Sammlungen arabischer Handschriften in 
Dagestan", in: Kemper, von Kügelgen, Yermakov (eds.), Muslim Culture in Russia 
and Central Asia from the 18th to the Early 20th Centuries, 297-315. 

7 3 I. Kratchkovsky, "Daghestan et Yémen"; for Sâlih b. Mahdî's biography see aS-
Sawkänl, al-Badr at-tâlic, al-Qâhira 1348/1929, repr. al-Qâhira: Dir al-kitâb al-
islâmï, n.d., 1,288ff. 
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found in Ottoman service.74 Some of their scholars were already gaining a 
high reputation for their scholarship. 

The first example of a DagistanI scholar who rose to prominence in the 
Arab world would be CA1I b. Sadiq ad-Dagistani (1125-99/1713-85)75 who 
first studied and taught in his country but left it for further studies in 
Aleppo and in Medina before he finally settled in Damascus around 
1150/1737. The emigration might have been caused by Nadir Sah's 
campaigns in Dagistan: that is at least why c All's cousin cAbdalkarim,76 

who preceded him to Damascus, had left his homeland together with his 
family in 1147/1734. This would provide the first example of DagistanI 
refugees to the Arab countries, which was to be followed later by so many 
others. CA1I became famous as a teacher of logic, rhetoric, and usul al-fiqh. 
He even translated a treatise on the astrolabe by the famous Safawi scholar 
Baha'addin al-cAmili (d.1030/1621) into Arabic, which shows his scientific 
interests. But he had also credentials in hadlt scholarship, which he 
obtained from his studies with Muhammad b. Hayat as-Sindl in Medina. 
Finally he was appointed in 1172/1758 to the most prestigious 
professorship in the Umayyad mosque,77 which he held until his death. His 
influence as a teacher of the macqulat on his students still remains to be 
fully assessed. A contemporary scholar from Dagistan, Muhammad ad-
Dagistanl, is mentioned among the teachers of the famous South Arabian 
Sufi scholar cAbdarrahman al-cAydarus (1135-92/1723-78) in Medina.78 

The DagistanI emigrants to Medina were remarkably successful in 
joining the communal elite of the town. al-Ansari mentions their large 
number and first qualifies their living conditions in their mountainous 

7 4 See e.g. the Kapi'cibaji Mehemmed Aga (d.l 172/ 1758), mentioned by Mehmed 
Tfreyya, SiciV-i 'O^ninl, Istanbul 1308-15/1890-97; repr. Westmead: Gregg Publ. 
1971, IV 244. A prominent military commander was Dagistanl'i cAli PaSa who is 
mentioned by J. von Hammer as Sar-i 'askar in the fateful Russian-Ottoman war 
(1768-74); see the French ed., Histoire de l'Empire Ottoman, Paris 1839, vol. 16, 
240, 333, 358, 363, 386. 

7 5 See about him esp. al-Muradi, Silk ad-durar III, 215; Murtada az-Zabldi, Mu'gam, 
fol. 106 margin;c Abdarrazzaq al-Baytar, llilyat al-baiar fi tarix al-qam ai-lalil caSar, 
DimaSq 1380/1961,1 163f.; cUmar Rida Kahhala, Mu'gam al-mu°a]lifln, |ild 1-15, 
DimaSq 1376-80/1957-61, gild VII, 108 (CA1I aS-SamaxI). 

76 al-Muridi, Silk ad-durar III, 65; another relative of CA1I ad-Dagistani is mentioned by 
Murtada az-Zabldi, Mu "¿am, fol. 77ab. 

7 7 That of the Muhaddil of Qubbat an-Nisr; see about this chair al-Baytar, Hilyat al-
baiar I, 150ff. 

7 8 See cAbdariahman al-dabarti, 'Aga'ib al-ayir fi t-taragim wa-l-axbar, new. ed., 
Beirut n.d. I, 527; English transl.: Thomas Philipp, Moshe Perlmann, cAbd ar-
Rahman al-Jabarti's History of Egypt, Stuttgart 1994, II, 42; largely taken from 
Murtada az-Zabldi, Mu '¿am, fol. 68a. 
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homeland as 'similar to the bedouin' (aSbah bi-1-bâdiya). The earliest 
arrival from that area would seem to be a Dirwls Husayn ad-Dàgistânï 
(came around 1000/1592),79 a pious traveller whose son already became a 
rich owner of property in Medina, which he bequeathed as a waqf to his 
descendants. Another wealthy cAlim, Bayram Afandl ar-Rûmï ad-
Dàgistânï,80 with obvious Ottoman connections, arrived around 1060/1650 
and also left a waqf for his freed slaves in the town. This Ottoman link 
would seem to have proved highly important for other Dâgistànïs, too. 
Two of them obtained appointments as Imams of the citadel.81 

Perhaps the best educated and the most successful member of this group 
was cAbdassalàm ad-Dàgistânï,82 who came with ample knowledge of 
Arabic poetry and obtained a teaching assignment in the Haram.83 He also 
travelled frequently to Turkey and Egypt, amassing considerable wealth but 
at the same time exposing himself to the sarcasm of al-Ansàrï who 
castigated him for his miserly behaviour. The leading poet of the next 
generation in Medina, cUmar b. cAbdassalàm ad-Dàgistânï (1173-1206 / 
1759-92 ),84 would seem to have been his son. Apart from his poems, some 
of which are included in al-Baytàr's account, he was also the author of a 
collection of biographies of Medinese poets, titled Tuhfat ad-dahr wa-
nafhat az-zahr fi Sucarâ° al-Madïna min ahl al-casrP His example seems 
to be significant as it shows the degree to which some of the Dâgistànïs had 
already become integrated into the Arabic literary culture. 

Another step in the rise of some of the Dâgistânï within Medinese 
society was their access to the office of the Hanafite Mufti, a development 
which would still require some explanation, as most of the Dâgistànïs were 
ââficItes. Two holders of this highly prestigious office of that name are 
attested for the nineteenth century. One of them, as-Sayyid Muhammad 
Abu s-Sucùd ad-Dàgistânï, figures as author of a fatwd which is quoted in a 

7 9 al-Ansari, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 232f.: Bayt Dirwli Husayn. 
8 0 al-Ansari, Tuhfat al-muhibbm, 117f.: Bayt Bayram. 
81 al-Ansari, Tuhfat al-muhibbin, 229ff.: cAbdallah ad-Dagistanl, d. 1178/1764; 

cAbdarrahman ad-Dagistanl, appointed 1188/1774. 
S2 Ibid. 
8 3 The year of his arrival together with his two brothers is given as c. 1160/1747, which 

coincides with the year of Nadir Sah's death. There are, however, no other hints on 
the reasons for their emigration. 

8 4 al-Baytar, Hilyat al-baSarlU, 1115-1129; Kahhala, Mu'gam al-mu'aWfin VII, 290; 
as-Sacidi, "Mu'gam ma ullifa can al-Madina al-Munawwara", 73f., 77f. 

8 5 Ms. Cambridge Univ. Library Add. 785, see Hunwick, "Salih al-Fullani", 151 n.6.; 
as-Sacidi,"Mucgam ma ullifa can al-Madina al-Munawwara", 73f.; according to Badr, 
at-TSiix aS-Samil ti-l-Madlna al-Munawwara, III 486, written in 1201. 
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treatise written by the Egyptian reformer Rifaca at-Tahtawi (d.1873).86 The 
other one, cUjman b. cAbdassalam ad-Dagistani (1852-1907), was Mufti 
for fifteen years during the reign of cAbdalhamId II. and played a 
prominent role in a conflict of the town population with the Muhafiz/Sayx 
al-Haram in 1321-22/1904.87 He was a member in the Maglis al-idara of 
the town and belonged to those notables who in the course of events were 
arrested and imprisoned in at-Ta3if. Another Medinese dignitary of the 
same origin (perhaps of the same family) was Abu Bakr ad-Dagistani: with 
other prominent men of the town he became a member in the Maglis idarat 
al-Madina which was established by the Sucudi government in 
1346/1927.88 Communal prominence of some of the DagistanI thus 
continued in Medina right into the twentieth century. 

The example of the DagistanI presence in Medina89 was given here in 
order to look at the rise of a group from a remote region with a rather rustic 
reputation to prominence in the religious centres of Islam. The 
consequences of this development for the home region would seem to be 
obvious. The local religio-political movements of gihad and resistence 
against Russian encroachment would hardly have gained their educational 
base and their coherent Islamic outlook without the continuous contact with 
the centres of the Islamic world.90 How this feedback really developed is 
still a matter for investigation. 

86 "Risäla fl l-bidac al-muqarrara fi 5iyac al-mutabarbira", Rawdat al-madäris, 1st year 
no. 13 (15 Ragab 1287/11 October 1870) - 2nd year no. 1 (15 Muharram 1288/6 April 
1871). The text used for this article is a manuscript version preserved in 
Staatsbibliothek Berlin, Lbg.526, no. 32, fols. 481-88a; Ahlwahrdt no. 2172. 

87 Badr, at-Tärix aS-Sämil li-l-Madina al-Munawwara, III, 16-24; W. Ochsenwald, 
Religion, Society, and the State in Arabia. The Hijaz under Ottoman Control, 1840-
1908, Columbus/Ohio 1984, 81, 210. 

8 8 Badr, at-laiix aS-Samil li-l-Madina al-Munawwara, III, 186f. 
8 9 Similar observations can be made for the Dägistänis in Mecca. When the Begum of 

Bhopal in India made her pilgrimage in 1280/1864, she met a learned Dägistäni 
scholar called Sheykh Ahmed Efendi with whom she discussed her project of a 
translation of the Qur'In into Turkish. At her time the name "Däghastäni" was 
synonymus with "a guide to the shrines and other celebrated spots visited by the 
pilgrims". This shows the strong position which the Dägistänis had secured for 
themselves in the local pilgrims' affairs. See: The Nawwab Sikandar Begum, A 
Pilgrimage to Mecca, Calcutta 1906, 86. The reputation of DagistanI §aficite scholars 
and students in Mecca in the late 19th century comes out clearly in the remark made 
by C. Snouck Hurgronje who was in Mecca in 1884/5: "Of Daghestan origin are 
some of the more highly esteemed depositaries of learning in Mekka. One of them 
was Abd al-Hamid al-Daghestani whom many of his colleages took for more learned 
than Sfeyyid Dahlän: he died shortly before my arrival in Mekka." (Mekka in the 
latter part of the 19th century, Leiden 1931, repr. E.J. Brill and Luzac & Co., Leiden, 
London 1970, 186. See also pp.184, 192,269). 

9 0 See for this the contribution of Michael Kemper to the present volume. 
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A distant parallel - the Sinqltis of the Western Sahara 

An almost parallel rise to religious and scholarly prominence in Medina can 
be observed for another group from a remote region, in this case Mauritania 
and the Western Sahara.91 As in the case of the genealogies presented 
above, the distant but simultaneous developments suggest a systemic 
dimension. The period witnessed a remarkable resurgence of a trade 
network which included the highlands of Mauritania as well as its southern 
basin, and which linked the trade from the Atlantic coast in Southern 
Morocco and in Senegal with that of the Subsaharan belt of the Niger and, 
finally with the routes leading to Egypt through the Sahara. As Timbuktu, 
the old Islamic metropolitan city of the Niger region, was gradually 
declining both in trade and population, the West Saharan cities whose 
scholarly tradition had been largely dependent on Timbuktu were coming 
into their own. The first local scholar to gain independent authority as a 
Malik! jurist was Ibn al-Acmas al-cAlawI as-Sinqitl (1036-11077/1626-
1695-6?).92 His large collection of nawazil, the first to be written in the 
Western Sahara, led the foundation for a very rich legal literature of local 
authorship. His legal igazat still link up with neighbouring Wadan and 
finally with Timbuktu. He combined this with an igaza for the hadlt 
collection of al-Buxari which he received from one of the most prominent 
hadlt scholars in Medina at this time, Ibrahim al-Kurani (1025-1101/1616-
1690)93. It is not clear whether this igaza was obtained in Medina itself or 
sent by correspondence, which was also a recognized practice. But the very 
fact that a famous scholar like al-Kurani who had students even from the 
Malayan archipelago was also relevant for Sinqit, a town at the other end of 
the Islamic world, testifies to the international links of that regional 
resurgence of Islamic scholarship. Sinqlt also became a centre for literary 

9 1 See for the following the extremely rich article by H.T. Norris, "Müritäniyä", in: The 
Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. VII, Leiden, New York 21993,611-28; Rainer Osswald, 
Die Handelsstädte der Westsahara. Die Entwicklung der arabisch-maurischen Kultur 
von Sinqit, Wädän, TiSit und Waläta, Berlin: Dietrich Reimer 1986; id., 
Schichtengesellschaft und islamisches Recht. Die Zav/äyä und Krieger der 
Westsahara im Spiegel von Rechtsgutachten des 16.-19. Jahrhunderts, Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz 1993; Abü 'Abdallah al-BurtulI al-Waläti, Fath aS-Sakür ft ma'rifat 
a'yän culamä° at-Takrür, ed. M.I. al-Kattäni / M. Haggl, Dar al-Garb, Bayrüt 
1401/1981; Ahmad b. al-Amln ai-Sinqitl, al-Wasit fi tarägim culamä3 Sinqtt, Dar al-
Baydä3: Maktäbat al-Wahda al-carablya'/ al-Qähira: Mu'assasat al-Xäng! 1378/1958. 

9 2 See about him H.T. Norris, "Müritäniyä", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. VII, 
Leiden, New York 21993, 624; R. Osswald, Handelsstädte, 292ff., 491 et passim; id., 
Schichtengesellschaft, 44-49 et passim. 

9 3 See for this igäza al-BurtulI, Fath aS-iakür 116f.; about Ibrahim al-Küränl see e.g. 
A.H. Johns, "al-Küränl, Ibrahim", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. V, Leiden 
21986, 432f., with further references; id., "Friends in Grace - Ibrahim al-Küränl and 
cAbd ar-Ra'uf al-Singkeli", in: S. Udin (ed.), Spectrum. Essays presented to Sutan 
Takdir Alisjahbana on his seventieth birthday, Djakarta: Dian Rakyat, 469-85. 
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activities in classical Arabic. Through the travels and works of a famous 
poet (Ibn Razga, d.1730) Mauretanian scholars opened up to literary 
influences from Morocco, especially to the heritage of cAbbasid and 
Andalusian poetry which was still cherished there. In the coastal regions 
there was a resurgence of a Neo-6ahilI poetic style. Poetry in the local 
Arabic dialect also became much more developed and refined than in many 
other Arab lands. Literary activities were accompanied by a thorough 
rhetorical and philological training. All this contributed to the reputation of 
Mauretanian scholars as specialists for Arabic literature even in the Arab 
countries.94 Sinqit itself became increasingly famous and gained 
recognition as one of the holy cities of the Islamic world. All pilgrims and 
travellers from Mauretania came to be called by that name. Pilgrimage, 
migration and giwar became widespread in the region. One of these pious 
travellers, cUlman al-Mugawir b. Muhammad al-GallawI, died on his third 
pilgrimage in Medina in 1121/1709.95 

The influence of Sufism had also become strong, and the large number 
of SinqitI migrant Sufts made the region to be regarded in several Arab 
countries as a sheer "bottomless source of holy men".96 The first of these 
who appeared as a resident of Medina in an external collection of 
biographies would fully justify that qualification. cAbdarrahman as-Sinqiti 
who died in Medina in 1181/1767 was described by al-Muradi97 as an 
experienced ascetic and also as a well-versed scholar. Even the famous 
Mufti, Tagaddin Ilyas, studied under him. "All who read under him 
experienced 'disclosures' (futuh)." That he bequested his library to the 
zawiya of Muhammad as-Samman (see above) in Medina which, as we 
have seen, was just about to to gain a wide reputation, also shows the extent 
to which the Sinqltis had become part of the international religious 
network.98 

9 4 One of the most reputed specialists for classical Arabic poetry around the end of the 
13th century in Medina was Muhammad al-Mahmud aS-! SinqïtI (d. 1322 / 1904) who 
later played an important role in Cairo and who was even sent by the Ottoman 
government to Madrid to assess the collection of Arab manuscripts in the Escorial; 
see about him and his eventful career Kahhâla, Mu'¿am al-mu0aHifîn, XI 313; 
Ahmad b. al-Amïn a5-$inqïtï, al-WasIt 381-97; C. Landberg, Catalogue des 
manuscripts Arabes provenant d'une Bibliothèque privée à El-Medîna et appartenant 
i la maison EJ.Brill, Leiden: EJ.Brill 1883, p. 90, no.303. 

9 5 al-BurtulI, Fath aS-Sakûr, 191. 
9 6 Vik0r, Sufi and Scholar on the Desert Edge, 104. 
9 7 al-Muràdî, Silk ad-durarll 330. 
9 8 They also played an important role in the rise of the Tigànlya in North and West 

Africa in the nineteenth century. One of the prominent Tigàni scholars was Ahmad b. 
Baba b. cUtmàn aJ-Sinqltî who died in Medina after 1250/1834. He was the author of 
a famous poetical account of the doctrines of that brotherhood, Munyat al-murid; see 
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At the same time the SinqTtis were still struggling for official 
recognition in the Higaz as Magribis, which would give them access to the 
MagribT pious foundations in the holy cities. A young scholar from the 
region, cAbdarrasTd as-Sinqiti, travelled to Egypt and Morocco in 
1199/1785 to secure a confirming/afavva to this effect from the scholars of 
Fas, from the Moroccan sultan and also in Egypt from al-Azhar. But the 
Mufti of Medina still insisted on his classification of the Sinqitls as people 
from the Sudan, on geographical grounds." The reputation as 
intermediaries between the Magrib and Subsaharan Africa stuck to the 
SinqTtis also in later times. 

An extensive scholarly network - Murtada az-ZabXdi (1145-1205/1732-91) 

Other testimonies to the interlacing relations between the central and 
peripheral regions in the Islamic world can be taken from prominent 
scholars of the period who have left a number of invaluable accounts of 
their travels and their studies. One of the most remarkable collections of 
autobiographical notes of this type is the Mu'gam al-masa'ix which was 
compiled by Murtada az-Zabldl,100 toward the end of his eventful life. 

az-Zabidfs lasting reputation is built on his famous dictionary, the Tag 
al-cariis. His achievements in the field of hadlt studies were equally 
praised by Islamic scholars many of whom are still linked to the chains of 
isnàd which he collected. Born and educated as a Sarif in Bilgram (India), 
he travelled to the Yemen and the Higàz for further studies and finally 
settled in Egypt. It was in Cairo that he established his fame among his 
contemporaries. He became a teacher who was admired, visited, and 
invited by people from many walks of life and from many parts of the 
Islamic world. As he wrote many igazat for visiting scholars some of 
which have been preserved, and because he included personal notes on his 
acquaintances in many of his other works, the picture of his vast network of 
relations and visitors becomes particularly impressive. 

Ahmad b. al-Amln a3-5inqiti, al-Wasit 69-82; Kahhala, Mu'gam al-mu"allifin, I 
171f. 

9 9 See Ahmad b. al-Amln a§-3inqitl, al-Wasit 423f., quoting az-Zabldl, Mu'gam, fols. 
77b-78a. 

100 On az-Zabidl and his biography see among other references GAL II, 287f., S II, 
398f.; Kahhala, Mu'gam al-mu*alhfin XI, 282f.; Zirikll, A'lam VII, 80; cAbdar-
rahman al-6abarti, 'Aga"ib al-atar, new. ed., Beirut n.d. II, 103-12; Philip, Perl-
mann, 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Jabartl's History II, 322-46; cAbdalhayy b. 'Abdalkablr al-
Kattanl, Fihris al-faharis, ed. Ihsan c Abbas, Beirut 1402/1982, I 527-43, II 621-4 et 
passim; Stefan Reichmuth, "Murtada az-Zabldi (d.1791) in biographical and 
autobiographical accounts - Glimpses of Islamic scholarship in the 18th century", to 
appear in Die Welt des Islams 39, 1999. 
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Among the large number of Egyptian and Yemeni scholars who occupy 
the largest portion of the biographical entries are most of the celebrities of 
his time who are known also from other sources. As az-Zabldl met most of 
the Yemenis in the Yemen itself or in the Higaz it becomes clear that he 
was among the very few scholarly figures representing Yemeni and Indian 
scholarship in Egypt, and by this linking it also to the Magrib and to 
Saharan and Subsaharan Africa. He became particularly important for the 
North Africans and might be one of the first to transmit the Naqsbandlya 
affiliation - which he himself obtained from Surat in India - to that 
region.101 Many pilgrims from the Magrib regarded a visit to az-Zabldl in 
Cairo as an almost necessary part of their pilgrimage. Many scholar 
families thus maintained contact and correspondence with him over years. 
Even the Sultan of Morocco, Mawlay Muhammad II. b. cAbdallah (1757-
1790), who was at that time pursuing a strictly Islamic policy and who had 
established close diplomatic relations with the Sarif of Mecca and with the 
Ottoman Sultan, honoured az-Zabldi with munificent gifts, and several 
Moroccan princes and dignitaries paid him semi-official visits. When 
Mawlay Muhammad fell out with the prominent scholars in Morocco, az-
Zabldl also changed his attitude by refusing another large gift which the 
Sultan had sent to him.102 

az-Zabldi became also a highly significant authority for the Sudan and 
for Saharan and Subsaharan Africa. The local scholar community of the 
Sinnar kingdom sent one of their promising young men, with a polite 
request for his famous igazat. This man, Ahmad b. °Isa b. Mudawwl al-
Ansari,103 stayed two years with az-Zabldi in Cairo (1190-92/1775-77) and 
finally returned with a summary licence for the scholars of the kingdom. 
The Sudanese themselves provided him with a link to another famous 
Yemeni scholar in Muxa, which illustrated the way by which scholarly 
credentials were collected and exchanged during that period. Other 

1 0 1 az-Zabldl transmitted it to a Sufi scholar of Sarifian background from Tilimsän, 
Mu'¿am, fol. 27b. 

102 al-öabartl, cAgäVb, Beirut ed. II, 110f.; Philipp/Perlmann, cAbd ar-Rahmän al-
Jabarti's History II, 334; Fatima Al-Harrak, State and Religion in eighteenth century 
Morocco. The religious policy of Sidi Muhammad b. Abd Allah. Ph.D. SOAS, Univ. 
of London 1989, 311, 324. As she points out, the sultan might have been interested in 
gaining az-Zabidl's support for his religious politics which were criticized and 
refused by the leading scholars in Morocco. Those scholars, too, maintained of 
course very strong relations with az-Zabidi. 

1 0 3 About this scholar (b. 1134 or 1150/1721 or 1737, d. 1241/1826) who was to become 
a highly influential teacher in the Sudan see R.S.O'Fahey, "The Sudanese Nile 
Valley before 1820", in: R.S.O'Fahey (ed.), Arabic Literature in Africa (ALA), Vol. 
I. The Writings of Eastern Sudanic Africa, Leiden et. al.: E.J.Brill 1994, 14ff.; he and 
some of the scholars for whom he obtained an Igäza are mentioned in az-Zabldi, 
Mu'¿am, fol. 16r., 32v. margin, 38v. margin, 77v. margin. 
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scholars and dignitaries came from Dar Fur (Western Sudan).104 One of 
them, Adam b. cAbdallah al-Furani, secured az-Zabidics recommendation 
and by this obtained the office of the Mufti of that kingdom. Prominent 
scholars from Fazzan (southern Libya) also were among his acquaintances. 
One of them, Muhammad al-Kanimi105 came from the Kanim region further 
south. His son, Muhammad al-Amin b. Muhammad al-Kanimi (1189-
1253/1775-1837), who also became a prominent scholar, later founded a 
new dynasty in Bornu which still provides the Traditional Rulers of that 
area in north eastern Nigeria. The dynasty of the Shehus of Bomu rose in 
opposition to the gihad movement in Hausaland in northern Nigeria, which 
had led to the establishment of in Islamic empire. The founder and first 
Amir al-mu'minin of that state, °Ulman b. Fodiye (1168-1232/1754-
1817),106 had also relied for his scholarly authority on isnad chains which 
linked him to az-Zabldl. A famous travelling scholar from the region, 
(jibril b. cUmar (d. after 1198/1784, from Agades in present-day Niger),107 

had transmitted those chains to him which he had obtained during a 
pilgrimage in Cairo. It seems quite significant that the leaders of the most 
reputed Islamic states of the region, which were at loggerheads with each 
other for several decades in the early nineteenth century, had the same links 
to international Islamic scholarship at their disposal. This also shows the 
importance of a central figure like az-Zabldl for local Islamic movements. 

An even closer connection existed between az-Zabldl and the people of 
the western Sahara. His notes reveal a remarkable contact with the Kunta, 
an influential scholar group of mixed Berber and Arab origins. Their most 
prominent figure, and in fact the most influential religious scholar of his 
time in West Africa was Sldi Muxtar al-Kunti (1142-1226/1729-1811)108 

1 0 4 az-Zabldl, Mu'gam, fol. lv. margin: Adam b. 'Abdallah al-Füränl and his nephew, 
[?] b. Muhammad b. 'Abdallah al-Füränl; f.25v. margin: Ishäq b. Muhammad al-
Harbl al-Füräni, Wakil of the Sultan of Dar Für. 

1 0 5 az-Zabldl, Mu'gam, fol. 90a: Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Känimi; about this 
scholar, who finally died in Medina, and his son Muhammad al-Amin b. Muhammad 
see H. Bobboyi, "Bornu, Wadai and Adamawa", in: John Hunwick (ed.), Arabic 
Literature in Africa (ALA), Vol. II. The Writings of Central Sudanic Africa, Leiden 
et al.: E.J.Brill 1995, 384ff. 

1 0 6 See for him and his writings John Hunwick, ALA II, 52-85. 
1 0 7 See about him John Hunwick, ALA II, 47f. 
108 about him among other sources and publications: al-BurtulI, Fath aS-Sakur 152f.; 

John Hunwick, "Kunta", in: The Encyclopedia of Islam, vol. V, Leiden 21986, 392-
95, with further reference; CA. A. Baträn, "The Kunta, Sldi al-Mukhtär al-Kunti, and 
the Office of Shaykh al-Tariqa al-Qadiriya", in: John Ralph Willis (ed.), Studies in 
West African Islamic History. Vol. 1: The Cultivators of Islam, London 1979, 113-
46; Ann E. McDougall, "The Economics of Islam in the Southern Sahara: The Rise of 
the Kunta Clan", in: Nehemia Levtzion, Humphrey J. Fisher (eds.), Rural and Urban 
Islam in West Africa, London: Boulder 1986, 39-54; R. Osswald, Handelsstädte, 
109f„ 264-7,462-5, 500f„ et passim. 
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who had his camp in the Azawad region north of Timbuktu. It was by his 
activities that both the Qadiriya and the religious-political network of the 
Kunta spread all over the Western and Central Sahara and into much of 
West Africa. He was even respected as the protector of Timbuktu itself. 
As can be seen from az-Zabidf s notes, Muxtar al-Kunti was in contact and 
exchanged igazat with him.109 It can also be inferred that the Bakka'Iya 
family of Tuwat (now southern Algeria), from which the Kunta had 
originated, led the pilgrims caravan from West Africa to Cairo which 
gathered in the oasis of Tuwat110 One young man of the Kunta family who 
visited az-Zabidl in Cairo with this caravan went on to Medina where he 
studied with the famous West African reformist scholar Salih al-Fulani 
(mentioned above). There was thus a highly organized traffic between the 
east and the far west which made for a rapid exchange of religious learning 
and ideas and which provided local religious leaders with an important 
source of authority. 

az-Zabidf s contacts also included a good number of Central Asian and 
DagistanI scholars and Sufis whom he met in the Higaz or in Cairo. His 
notes reflect the political turmoil which some of those regions were 
undergoing in his time. A former QadT of Balx, Muhammad b. Nadr al-
Balxi, had settled with his family in Mecca where az-Zabidl attended his 
lessons in 1163/1750. His migration to the Higaz might well be related to 
Nadir Sah's military operations in the area and to his rule over Afghanistan 
(around 1737-1747). Another migrant whose presence reflected the 
political changes of the period was a young Tatar scholar, Faydallah b. 
cUtman al-Bulgari.111 After his studies in the ma'qulat in his homeland he 
had joined the gihad leader Sayx Mansur in the Caucasus. He later 
travelled to Istanbul and to Egypt where he met az-Zabldi, obtaining his 
asanld and giving him informations about Sayx Mansur. He then went to 
Gidda where he settled as a teacher for the Turkish residents, still staying in 
correspondence with az-Zabidl who sent him a summary igaza. A Tatar 
resident of Medina in later times, ar-RamzI, made use of az-Zabldi's 

109 See his notes in az-Zabidl, Mu'gam, fol. 17b margin, 51b-52a; the contacts are also 
mentioned by al-BurtulI, Path ai-Sakur 153. 

1 1 0 According to az-Zabldi, the Bakka3iya in Tuwat held the maiyaxat rakb al-hagg. The 
pilgrims' caravan from Tuwat (called ar-rakb at-tuwati) seems to have travelled via 
Fezzan and Slwa to Egypt; see the notes in az-Zabidl, Mu'gam, fols. 17b margin, 
24b, 51b-52a, and also al-Buituli, Fath aS-Sakur, 48, where a leader of the Bakkalya 
in Tuwat, Abu n-Nicama (whose grandson met az-Zabidl in Cairo) is also mentioned 
as leader of the pilgrims' caravan (before 1157/1744). 

111 az-Zabidl, Mu'gam, fol. 127. 
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manuscript and quoted his note on al-Bulgari in his own biographical 
account, the Talfiq al-axbar.u2 

A similar example of a scholar who had left his homeland for political 
reasons was one of the most prominent scholar of the Crimea, Faydallah b. 
Qul-Muhammad,113 the last QadI of the khanate before it was taken over by 
the Russians. He had settled with his family in Istanbul and came as 
pilgrim to Cairo in 1191/1776 where he studied and discussed extensively 
with az-Zabldl. After his pilgrimage he served as QadI in Konya and later 
in Bagdad, also remaining in correspondence with him. 

The famous Dagistani scholar CA1I b. Sadiq himself also entered into 
correspondence with az-Zabldl.114 One of his relatives °Abdalkarim (or 
cAbdarrahIm?),115 at the time living in Damascus as well, met az-Zabldl on 
board of a ship on their way to Jaffa. They exchanged poetry in Arabic, 
Persian, and Ottoman Turkish. When they met again some years later in 
Cairo, ad-Dagistanl had succeeded in finding an influential protector in 
Istanbul and had settled there. There is again a chequered migrant's life 
behind these notes. 

Buxaris were also among az-Zabidls visitors. One of them, a NaqsbandT, 
took part in his lessons on the Ihya0 culum ad-din, on his part teaching az-
Zabldl Persian Sufi poems of Abu Sacid, Cam!, and others, and providing 
him with information about the scholars of Bukhara.116 The Imam of the 
Rawda in Medina, son of a Buxari immigrant, was already mentioned 
above. Rather unusual was Saflyaddin Abu 1-Fadl al-Husaynl al-Buxari 
(d.1200/1785),117 who had spent long time in the Yemen, where he studied 
with famous hadlt scholars in Muxa and Zabld, before he went to the Higaz 
and joined the zawiya of the Sammaniya in Medina. After coming to Cairo 
he spent his final years as a respected scholar in Palestine. The Yemeni 
connection was apparently in this case related to a special interest in hadlt 
studies, a field for which the Yemen had retained its importance. 

The interest in his visitors and his times, which can be gleaned from az-
Zabldf s notes, has preserved rather unique insights into the working of a 
scholarly and religious network in the late eighteenth century. The 
transmission of hadlt chains is closely connected with mysticism, but also 

1 1 2 ar-RamzI, Talfiq al-axbärl\, 414. 
1 1 3 az-Zabldl, Mucgam, fol. 127; see about him and his father also Barbara Kellner-

Heinkele, "Crimean Tatar and Nogay Scholars of the 18th Century", in: Kemper, von 
KUgelgen, Yermakov (eds.), Muslim Culture in Russia and Central Asia from the 
18th to the Early 20th Centuries, 279-96, 280ff. 

1 1 4 az-Zabldl, Mucgam, fol. 106 margin. 
1 1 5 Name only partly recognizable; for cAbdalkarim see also al-Murädi, Silk ad-durarlll, 

65 
1 1 6 cAbdarrahman Ay Malik (?) al-Buxari an-Naq5bandi, 1195/1780; see az-Zabldl, 

Mu'gam, fol. 95b. 
1 1 7 az-Zabldl, Mu'gam, fols. 125, 133f. 
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with general interests in genealogy, language, and poetry. This and his 
strong interest in the afaqlyun, the migrants and travellers from the far-off 
lands, made him a remarkable and at times strange figure for many of his 
contemporaries. The presence of people from peripheral regions in the 
cultural centres of the Middle East hardly finds fuller expression than in az-
Zabldf s ample notes on his teachers, students, visitors, and friends. 

Conclusion: Globalizing trends within the Islamic World since the late 
seventeenth century 

After a short look at a medieval expression of cultural affiliation to the 
Islamic World, three case studies have been presented here in some detail to 
demonstrate the growing interrelations between its central regions and the 
expanding periphery which developed in more recent, clearly 'post-
classical' times. The transnational network of a Sufi brotherhood, the 
religious centre and its inhabitants, and the personal network of a prominent 
Islamic scholar would all seem to lead to a similar conclusion. Local and 
regional changes had brought about a rise of religious activities in the 
peripheral regions, a rise which was in many cases later reinforced by 
further supraregional contacts.118 They led to changes in the religious 
reputation of different ethnic and communal groups which were gradually 
enhancing their local and international standing. The period between the 
late seventeenth and the early nineteenth century seems to have been crucial 
in this respect in many parts of the Islamic world. The remarkable 
extension of the networks of religious learning and communication can 
safely be called a globalization of its own.119 But as we have tried to show, 
the religious centre itself was also undergoing significant changes in 
connection with these developments. 

It remains to be asked how the growing interconnections which we have 
tried to highlight from different angles can be related to the emerging 
world system of economic and political relations which is generally 
believed to have taken shape during that period. The European influence, 
important as it already was in certain areas, still remained marginal and 
even non-existent in many others, and as such it can be often felt only in an 
indirect way. In some regions Muslim influence and power clearly became 
stronger than ever before. Sometimes this preceded European expansion, 

118 A similar interpretation has already been suggested for the development of the 
Eastern Sudan in the 18th and early 19th centuries, see R.S.O'Fahey (ed.), ALA. I., 
4ff. 

119 Cf. already Joseph F. Fletcher, "The Naqshbandiyya in northwest China", 22, who 
noted "a greater degree of communication across the entire length of the Muslim 
world in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries than has generally been supposed." 
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sometimes it occured along with it. The described changes in social and 
communal structures and in religious relationships followed their own logic 
and articulation. An increased degree of Muslim social activity and 
dynamism, however, can indeed be found in many regions during this 
period, with sometimes striking parallels to developments within Europe 
itself. The globalizing trends of Islamic culture which since the late 
seventeenth century led to significant changes within the Islamic orbit have 
to be taken into account if we want to achieve a better understanding of the 
Muslim societies in the present world. 
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It is widely recognized that the manifold historical and cultural contacts 
with various regions of the Arabic Muslim world were extraordinarily 
important for the creation of Daghestan's Arabic-language literary tradition. 
A particularity of this tradition is its unbroken connection with the process 
of Islamization. Daghestan's religious development did not occur in isola-
tion, but rather within the current of the greater area that was formed by the 
Arabic language, Arabic literature, and Islamic ideology.1 

The consequences of this dialog for Daghestan were enormous. Over the 
course of a thousand years, beginning from the tenth century, a three-way 
process was taking place: 1) the intensive penetration of written works, 
composed in the Arabic Muslim world, 2) the circulation and copying of 
the books, which created a large number of scientific, literary, and 
pedagogical texts, 3) the development of an original, properly Daghestani 
literature in Arabic, which was later on followed by similarly Daghestani 
literatures in Persian, Turkic, and in local languages written in the Arabic 
script.2 

All three of these factors occurred not in chronological sequence, not one 
after the other, but almost simultaneously (at least before the sixteenth 
century) complementing and enriching one another. Since we can confi-
dently establish the existence of a specifically Daghestani literature during 

On the general characteristics of Islam and Arabic literature in Daghestan cf. A.N. 
Genko, "Arabskiy yaz'ik i kavkazovedenie", in: Trud'i vtoroy sessii associacii ara-
bistov, Moskva-Leningrad, 1941; M. Saidov, "Dagestanskaya literatura XVII-XIX 
vv. na arabskom yaz'ike," in: Trud'i dvadcat' pyatogo meidunarodnogo kongressa 
vostokovedov II, Moskva, 1963; A.R. Sixsaidov, Islam v srednevekovom Dagestane, 
Maxaikala, 1969; G.G. Gamzatov, M.-S. Saidov, A.R. Sixsaidov, "Arabo-
musul'manskaya literatumaya tradiciya v Dagestane," in: G. Gamzatov, Dagestan. 
Istoriko-literaturniy process, Maxaikala, 1990; Rukopisnaya i peZatnaya knJga v 
Dagestane, Maxaikala, 1991. 
A.R. Sixsaidov, "Sammlungen arabischer Handschriften in Dagestan," in: Michael 
Kemper, Anke von Kiigelgen, Dmitriy Yermakov (eds.), Muslim Culture in Russia 
and Central Asia from the 18th to the Early 20th Centuries, Berlin, 1996, 297-315. 
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the tenth and eleventh centuries,3 there are grounds to affirm that from this 
time on we can trace the "co-existence" of the receipt of "completed book 
products" from outside (from the countries of the Near and Middle East and 
Transcaucasia), as well as the creation of local Daghestani literary works, 
and finally the dissemination of all of them by copying. From the sixteenth 
to the eighteenth centuries the arrival of manuscript books from other 
regions almost ceased. Instead, the "book famine" in Daghestan was satis-
fied locally with books already in people's possession, and also the quantity 
of works composed by Daghestani authors increased sharply. In the second 
half of the nineteenth century and the first quarter of the twentieth a new 
form of cultural communication came to make itself known: printed Arabic 
books mainly from Turkey and Egypt, and at the very beginning of the 
twentieth century, the printing house of M. Mavraev in Temir-Xan-Sura in 
Daghestan began the massive output of works by foreign and Daghestani 
authors, both in Arabic and in the languages of the peoples of Daghestan. 

Thus, the qualitative and quantitative characteristics allow us to outline 
three main stages in the development of the Daghestani literature: tenth to 
fifteenth centuries, sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, and nineteenth to the 
first half of the twentieth century. All of these stages in Daghestani litera-
ture are represented by outstanding names, but in this respect the nineteenth 
century surpasses all of the others; moreover, in this era science and 
education emerge in a unified complex, as one is the continuation of the 
other. The works of local scholars on Islamic law, Arabic grammar, poetry, 
and especially history were the most widespread in Daghestan. The take-
off of a historiographical tradition is connected with the national-liberation 
movement of the 1820's to the 1850's in the North Caucasus (with works 
like the Tadkira of cAbdarrahman al-CazIgumuql of Kumux, the Bariqat 
as-suyuf ad-dagistdnlya f t bacd al-gazawat as-samiliya o f M u h a m m a d 
Tahir al-Qaraxi, the "Samwfl cycle" as a whole). 

The biographical works occupy a special place among the Arabic 
literature of nineteenth century Daghestan. This is evident by the fact that 
right up until the second half of the nineteenth century there are neither 
local bio-bibliographical guides nor collections of biographies. Therefore it 
should also come as no surprise that among the numerous manuscript 
collections in Daghestan not one example of medieval Arabic reference 

A.A. Alikberov, 'Rayxan al-xakaik va bustan ad-dakaik' Muxammeda ad-Darbandi 
kak pamyatnik musul'manskoy istoriografii (konec XI v.), Aftoreferat kand. diss., 
Sankt-Peterburg, 1991. 
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literature (like the works of an-Nadlm, Yaqut, al-Asnawi, ad-Dahabi, az-
Zirikli, Katib Celebl, etc.) has come to light. It is true, some of the works 
of Daghestani authors (such as "the History of Abu Muslim," the Tarix 
Dagistan of Muhammad Rafic , the "History of Giray Xan")4, as well as 
epigraphic monuments dating to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries also 
contained genealogical information on the local 'ulama* or on rulers them-
selves.5 Yet they cannot be counted within the biographical genre, the spe-
cific topic of this article. 

The second half of the nineteenth century, when sections of a bio-
graphical nature appear within works of historical scope, can be considered 
a turning point. Above all, within this group the Tadkira of cAbdarrahman 
al-Gazigumuql deserves mention. This work, which was compiled in 1258 / 
1869, contains a series of chapters devoted to the sciences and scholars of 
Daghestan in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, such as "On the 
scholars of Daghestan," "On the sciences diffused in Daghestan," "On the 
notable mutacallims, who became scholars in my time." The information 
on scholars is of most general nature; in the text only the names of scholars 
are given, and there is no information on their lives or their works.6 Yet 
cAbdarrahman al-Gazigumuql declares science to have been an important 
feature in the life of Daghestani society, and he is the first to do this in 
Daghestani historiography. The excerpt given below provides a clear idea 
of the manner of the author's presentation: 

The most elevated Daghestani scholars and jurists, whose texts and 
compositions I saw or [separate] expressions about which I read, [are]: 
the popular, sublime scholar Muhammad b. Musa al-Quduql [from 
Kudutl'], his student Muhammad al-Ubrf from Ubra in the Kazikumux 
district, Haggi Abu Bakr al-cAymakI [from Aymak], a renowned and 
leading scholar; his grandson SacId-AfandI al-Harakanl [from Arakani], 

4 A.R. Sixsaidov, T.M. Aytberov, G.M.-R. Orazaev, Dagestanskie istoriöeskie soii-
neniya, Moskva, 1993, 74-108, 169-177. 

5 For example, the information in an inscription from 1401 from the village of Xnov 
(Axtmskly rayon) "on the possessor of the minaret and its builder Hammä b. Abakar 
b. Cakük b. Bazküh b. Hammä," or the information of another inscription from the 
middle of the fifteenth century from the same village: "cämir Abkür b. T.h.smän b. 
Bugäl b. Sayfaddin b. Qarnayn." Cf. A.R. Sixsaidov, ßpigrafiieskie pamyatniki 
Dagestana, Moskva, 1984, 217-234. 

6 Cf. A.R. Sixsaidov, "Pis'menn'ie pamyatniki Dagestana XIX v. (2anr biografiy)", in: 
Pis'mennie pamyatniki Dagestana XVIII-XIX vv., Maxaikala, 1989, 5-7; see also 
Natal'ya A. Tagirova, Amri R. Sixsaidov, '"Abdarrahmän al-öäzlgumüql und seine 
Werke", in: Muslim Culture in Russia and Central Asia, 317-340. 
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Damadan al-Muhl [from Megeb], Qurban CA1I al-Akalil [from Axal£i], 
Nur Muhammad Qadi al-Awari, killed together with the Avar emirs by 
the warriors of Hamzat Bek; Tatilaw al-Karati [from Karata], Musalaw 
al-Xusdad! [from Xustada], cAli al-cAndi [from Andi], Bugal-Dibir al-
KindaxI [from Xindax], al-Hagg cAli al-Argani [from Argvani], Salman 
at-Tuxi [from Tlox], Mahdl Muhammad at-Tuguri [from Sogratl'] ... 
After they died, I saw others who were their successors. Allah estab-
lished continuity from all that has passed to the present and to the 
future, until the end of the worlds.7 

However, the sketchiness and vagueness falls away when the discussion 
shifts to the major political figures of the first half of the nineteenth century 
and to the leaders of the national-liberation movement of the 1820's to the 
1850's, Gazi Muhammad, Hamzat Bek, and Samwfl. The biographies ac-
quire a new tone, and separate chapters are devoted to the lives and activi-
ties of each of the Imams: "On the first Imam of Daghestan, Gazi Muham-
mad al-GimrawI [from Gimrf], who was martyred in 1248 [1832]", "On the 
second Imam Hamzat Bek of Hucal [GocatT], who likewise fell at the 
hands of those from Xunzax", "On the third Imam, Samwil al-GimrawI, 
who was imprisoned by the Russians in 1276 [1859]." 

For the first time in Daghestani historical literature the historical per-
sonality comes to the fore, with very detailed biographical data. On Gazi 
Muhammad we read: 

He was born in 1794; his father was from Hidal [Gidatl1], and his 
grandfather was called Ismacil; his mother was from Gimri, where he 
grew up. He studied sciences in Daghestan and in the lowland. When 
he finished his studies, seekers of knowledge from various villages 
gathered around him. Among these was his best friend, Samwil. [...] 
Gazi Muhammad loved to read books about the sarica, and knew them 
fairly well, especially tafsirs and lives of the Prophet Muhammad [...]. 

On Samwfl we read: 

He was born in the village of Gimri; his father was from Gimri (Gim-
rawl) and his mother was from Asil'ta (Asiltiya) from the Pirbudag clan. 
His ancestor five generations back was 'All from Gazlgumuq. [...] At 
first Samwil was called CA1I. Later, when he would often fall ill, they 
changed his name, as this was the custom among the Daghestanis when 

Abduraxman iz Gazikumuxa, Kniga vospominaniy sayyida Abduraxmana, sma 
ustada Seyxa tarikata Diamalutdina aJ-Xusayni o delax iiteley Dagestana i Ceini, 
perevod s arabskogo M.-S. Saidova, redakciya perevoda, podgotovka faksimil'nogo 
izdanjya, kommentarii, ukazateli A.R. Sixsaidova i X.A. Omarova, predislovie A.R. 
Sixsaidova, Maxaikala, 1997, 83-84. 
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children would fall ill; and they changed his name to Samwil cAli. In 
conversation the second part was dropped, thus Samwll.8 

In the middle of the nineteenth century another work was compiled, 
similarly dedicated to the representatives of scholarship and education. It 
was titled ar-Rigal al-mashuriin, and has been preserved in a unique copy 
within a manuscript book containing other works as well.9 The author is 
anonymous, and the copy was made in 1939 by cAbdarrahman from the 
village of Dzengutay. The work consist of three sections, compiled at dif-
ferent periods, yet structurally similar to one another, as they consist of a 
simple listing of the names of scholars, madrasa instructors, and well edu-
cated people from the author's time, and without any biographical details. 
Only rarely does the author deviate from this rule, shifting to relatively 
detailed biographical essays, in particular about Muhammad al-Quduqi 
[from Kudud'] or about Murtada cAli al-cUradi [from Urada]. 

Of a completely different nature is a work devoted to the life of the well-
known Daghestani scholar and religious figure Muhammad al-Yaragl, 
enti t led Targamat hal as-Sayx Muhammad b. Ismacil al-Yaragl al-Kurali 
ta'lif Ismacil al-Yaragl.10 The work of Ismacfl al-Yaragl differs sharply 
from those preceding it; it is not devoted to the category of scholars in 
general, but to the life and activity of only one of the major figures in the 
ideological and political life of Daghestan from the 1820's to the 1840's, 
and an active advocate of the Naqsbandl tarlqa.n In the subsequent 
Arabic-language literature, works monographically devoted to the life and 
activities of a single person do not occur. 

The biographical genre was distinctive to the work of the Daghestani 
scholar Hasan al-Alqadari (1834-1910), the author of the historical work 
Atar-i Dagistan (in Azeri), of the juridical and philosophical treatise (jirab 
al-Mamnun, and the biographical collection Dlwan al-Mamnun (both in 
Arabic). The scholar's first major work, the Atar-i Dagistan (completed in 
1891 and published in 1903), showed some influence of the works of the 

8 Abduraxman iz Gazikumuxa, Kniga vospominaniy, 28,43. 
9 Fond vostoônïx rukopisey Instituts istorii, arxeologii i étnografii (IIAË), fond 14, 

opis' 14, no. 60, fols. 19a-23b. 
10 Arabskie rukopisi Institute vostokovedeniya Akademii nauk SSSR: Kratkiy kalalog, 

Moskva, 1986, Cast' 1, p. 442, no. 9544. 
1 1 On the Naqäbandlya in Daghestan cf. Moshe Gammer, Muslim Resistance to the 

Tsar Shamil and the Conquest ofChechnia and Daghestan, London, 1993, 39-46. 
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Azerbaijani scholar c Abbas Qui! Bakixanov (1794-1846), who in his work 
Gulistan-i Iram, maintained a separate chapter "On the natives of Sirwan 
and its neighboring provinces, who are distinguished by scholarship and 
other achievements."12 This chapter provides a description of the lives and 
works of twenty-three Azerbaijani "scholars, enjoying general renown;" 
and in addition, Bakixanov mentions the names of some Daghestani "alims: 
"In Daghestan, where primarily the Arabic language dominates, 
Muhammad al-Quduql, Ibrahim al-cUradi, Fadil [Abu Bakr] al-cAymakI, 
Yusuf al-Gumuqi, Dawud al-Usisi, and Sa°id as-Sinazi are distinguished by 
their scholarship."13 Hasan al-Alqadari also separates a special chapter "On 
the deceased and hale learned instructors from among the Daghestanis," 
where he provides the characteristics of the work of several dozen 
Daghestani authors of the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries.14 

As in Bakixanov's work, this chapter ends with a brief autobiographical 
essay. An important trait in Hasan al-Alqadarf s biographical excursions is 
their cross-Daghestani character. He mentions figures from among all the 
peoples of Daghestan (Muhammad b. Musa from the Avar village of 
KudutT, Dawud from the Dargin village of Usisa, the Lezgin Mirza c All of 
Axti, the Lak Mirza Sulayman of Kumux, the Kumyk Idris of Endirey, 
etc.). 

Hasan al-Alqadari can probably be considered the first representative of 
the autobiographical genre in Daghestan. If the autobiographical theme 
was already touched in the above-mentioned Atar-i Dagistan, then this 
genre of historical literature was developed in full measure in al-Alqadarf s 
Dlwan al-Mamnun, published in 1913 in Temir-Xan-Sura (today 
Buynaksk)15. As I.Yu. KraSkovskiy has written: 

... in essence, this is his autobiography in which are interspersed in 
chronological order the verses which he composed under various 
circumstances, and in part his letters. The composition is of great in-
terest for all events of which the author had been a witness over his long 
life. [...] The book provides material of primary importance for the 
understanding of the entire ideology of the influential groups, in which 

12 Abbas-Kuli Bakixanov, Gyulistan-i Iram. Redakciya, kommentarii, primeianiya i 
ukazateli Z.M. Buniyatova, Baku, 1991, 197-205. 

13 Bakixanov, Gyulistan-i ham, 205. In the Russian translation the names appear in a 
rather corrupted form as "Magomed Kadagi, Ibragim Uravi, Fazi'l Eymeki, Yusuf 
Zarir Kumuki, Davud-UsiSi, Said and Sinazi." 

14 Gasan Efendi Alkadari, A sari Dagestan, MaxaCkala, 1994, 137-150. 
15 Diwan al-Mamnün li-'Ailämat Hasan al-Alqadari. Tubi'a fi matba'at Muhammad 

Mirzä Mawräyüf ß baldat Tamir-Xän-Süra, 1913. 
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Hasan al-Alqadari was represented for many decades. By means of this 
book, we have the opportunity, hardly repeated, to form an opinion 
about the development of the work of a single Arabo-Caucasian poet 
over the course of his whole life.16 

The uniqueness of the work is confirmed in the fact that al-Alqadarfs 
autobiographical information is given against the backdrop of major 
political and cultural events. Specifically, the Diwan al-Mamnün is the sort 
of work in which the autobiography is "led" through political events 
bearing a significant impact on the life of Daghestani society. 

A common thread in all the biographical lists noted above (with the 
exception of the Díwán al-Mamnün) is their fragmentary nature, their 
sketchiness, and their uncompleted composition. Subsequently the process 
of the genre's maturation would take place, the enlargement of form, and 
the expansion of short sketchy lists into the founding works of a bio-
bibliographical nature, with a broad repertoire of names, and occasionally 
with detailed references to separate works.17 This can be illustrated by 
works from the first third of the twentieth century, and first of all on the 
basis of the broad bio-bibliographical dictionary of Nadir ad-Durgili.18 This 
work bears the title Nuzhat al-adhán fi tarágim culama3 Dagistan which 
can be translated as "A Stroll of the Intellects through the Biographies of 
Daghestani Scholars" or "The Delight of Intellects in the Biography of 
Daghestani cÁlims" (the latter version being preferable). 

The manuscript itself is in a common school notebook in a dark soft 
cover and the text is written on narrow-ruled yellowed paper (in size 20.5 x 
14 cm) with a steel pen in a thin and elegant "Daghestani" nasx, and 
consists of 217 pages, with Arabic pagination on each page. The author's 
preface of eleven pages precedes the main text, and lacks numeration. 

There is no information about an autograph at our disposal. The copy in 
question was made in 1371/1952 by the great expert on Daghestani Arabic-
language literature Magomed Nurmagomedov. At the beginning of the 
manuscript he left the following note: "I by my own hand copied this book 
to have my own copy of it, and I am Muhammad, the son of Nür 

16 I.Yu. Kraikovskiy, "Arabskaya literatura na Sevemom Kavkaze," in: idem, Izbraimie 
sodineniya VI, Moskva, 1960,618. 

17 Cf. áixsaidov, "Pis'menme pamyatniki Dagestana XIX v. (ianr biografjy)." 
18 The work of Nadir ad-Durgili remains unstudied. For general information on him cf. 

M. Saidov, "Dagestanskaya literatura na arabskom yaz'ike", 123; G. Orazaev, 
"Izvestniy uien'fy", in the newspaper Lenin yola, May 24th, 1990; A. Sixsaidov, 
"Nazir iz Durgeli", in the newspaper Dagestanskaya Pravda, November 21st, 1992. 
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Muhammad al-Harakanl al-Awari... in the year 1371." For a long time the 
manuscript remained in the book collection of the well-known Daghestani 
scholar and orientalist M.-S. Saidov (1902-1995), which, in accordance 
with the wish of the scholar, was given as a gift by his daughter, Rabiyat 
Saidova, to the Institute of History, Archeology, and Ethnography of the 
Daghestan branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR (today the 
Institute of History, Archeology, and Ethnography of the Daghestani 
Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences), where it is kept in 
the M.-S. Saidov collection (No. 95).19 

Some facts about the author are preserved. Nadir the son of Haggl NIkah 
ad-Durgill, but also known as al-Altuni, according to the name of the clan 
(tuxum) to which he belonged, was born in 1891 in the village of Durgeli 
(today Karabudaxkentskiy rayon), where he acquired his elementary 
education from his father and from other experts in the Arabic language. 
Later he studied with local calims in the villages of Paraul and Gubden, 
which were famed for their madrasas. He had a rich library, part of which 
is preserved today with his relatives. Nadir maintained friendly ties with 
the major Daghestani scholars Abu Sufyan b. Akay al-Gazanisi 
(Abusufyan Akaev, d. 1932) and CA1I Qayayev (Ali Kayaev, d. 1943). 

M.-S. Saidov, who was personally acquainted with Nadir ad-Durgill, 
informed us that over a course of many years the latter occupied himself 
with the collection of materials for his bio-bibliographical guide. Besides 
the Nuzhat al-adhan, numerous works on history, Islam, fiqh, and hadit are 
attributable to him, and his articles were published in Arabic in the journal 
Bayan al-haqa'iq. Moreover, a text of Abu Sufyan b. Akay's Burhan al-
qatic, copied by Nadir ad-Durgill in 1923 is preserved in the collection of 
oriental manuscripts of the Institute of History, Archeology, and Ethno-
graphy. Nadir ad-Durgill passed away in 1935 in the village of Tarki.20 

1 9 In the collection of oriental manuscripts there is a photocopy of the manuscript that 
belongs to M.G. Nurmagomedov, IIAfi fond 30, opis' 2, no. 108. 

2 0 I obtained this information about the life of Nadir ad-Durgill from the Daghestani 
scholars M.-S. Saidov, M.G. Nurmagomedov, and G.M.-R. Orazaev. On the cover 
of one of the manuscripts (no. 63) in the M.-S. Saidov Collection, there is the 
following note made by the author of the Nuzhat al-adhan: "Hadigat, the daughter of 
Nadir, died from fever in 1343/1925; our father, Haggi NIkah Muhammad died on 
the 20th of Rabic al-awwal 1344/October 10th, 1925." In his time M.-S. Saidov 
acquainted me with a combined manuscript in Nadir ad-Durgill's collection. It 
contains fifteen separate works or commentaries written, for the most part, by 
Daghestani scholars (Sa'ban al-cUbudI's commentary on the Waslyat as-Sarsaii and 
his own commentary on verses about the death of the Prophet Muhammad, the 
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An acquaintance with the Nuzhat al-adhdn shows us that we have before 
us the first Daghestani historical work specially and fully devoted to the 
history of scholarship in Daghestan which thoroughly describes the lives 
and creative activity of Daghestani scholars from the fifteenth to the 
beginning of the twentieth centuries. The composition of Nadir ad-Durgili 
distinguishes itself from all preceding works by its scale, completeness, and 
more thorough treatment of the Daghestani books and their authors, and 
finally, by its rich source foundation. It reflects not only the author's scent 
for research and the work's sweep, but also the general informational 
structure used by the author in the course of his research. Nadir ad-Durgili 
used a series of accounts about Daghestani authors taken from bio-
bibliographical guides popular in the Near East, as well as historical and 
geographic works. Among these are the works of the medieval genealogist 
and historian of the twelfth century, cAbdalkarim as-Samcani, who 
composed an alphabetical dictionary of the nisbas of leading scholars, fur-
thermore the writings of the Arab encyclopedist of the thirteenth century 
Yaqut al-Hamawí and the North African traveler Ibn Battuta, the Tabaqat 
aS-SàficXya al-kubrà of °Abdalwahhàb Tàgaddln as-Subkí (d. 1370), and 
Muhammad az-ZabldTs (d. 1791) multi-volume lexicographic work Tag al-
carüs. Thus the influence of the Arabic biographical tradition is evident. 

However, this scholar obtained the bulk of his data in Daghestan. He 
makes use of the widely disseminated works of Daghestani scholars, fre-
quently drawing from them substantial excerpts; these are for the most part 
Muhammad al-Quduql [of KudutI'], Sa'Id al-UsIsI [of Usisa], Damadan al-
Muhl [of Megeb], Muhammad al-Yaràgl, SacId al-Harakánl, cAbdarrahman 
at-Tugüri [of Sogratl'], óamáladdln al-Gázígumüqí [of Kumux], Yüsuf 
Afandl al-Indlri [of Éndirey], Muhammad Táhir al-Qaràxi, Hasan al-
Alqadàri [of Alkadar], and others. Nadir ad-Durgill was one of the first in 
Daghestani historiography to tie together two factors, Islamization and the 
penetration of Arabic-Muslim book culture. He traces not only the 
traditional ties with the Islamic cultural world, but also the routes and 
directions of these contacts and the role of the major cities in the Near East 
and Central Asia in this process. In his "Introduction" (al-Muqaddima) 
Nadir ad-Durgili writes: 

Know that the Islamic sciences and knowledge that reached the Cauca-
sus and the wilaya of Daghestan came from the fighters for the right (al-

compositions of Sacid al-Harakanl, chronological notes, the Daghestani chronicle 
Taiix-i Dágistán of Muhammad Ràfic, and others). 
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mugahiduri), the conquerors for the faith (al-fatihun), and those [scho-
lars] who settled [in Daghestan] at the time when Baghdad became the 
capital of Islam and the font of science and knowledge. Later the 
Caucasians, [including] the Daghestanis began to travel to Baghdad to 
learn sciences and customs [cadat\ ... The number of emigrants and 
seekers of knowledge increased from century to century, from era to 
era, and for this reason the madhab of Imam §aficI (may God be pleased 
by him) was disseminated in Daghestan.21 Qadls in Xunzax passed the 
office of judge ( q a d a o n from father to son, so that they became 
bearers of sciences and knowledge in Avaria and elsewhere. Thanks to 
them, many books made their way here, copied by imams who were 
trained in Baghdad, the city of the world, and in neighboring areas. One 
trustworthy person from Avaria told me he has in his possession the 
book as-Sihdh [which is] about language and which was copied by the 
hand of Imam al-6awhari,22 and that this book reached Daghestan in 
that brilliant epoch. And in later times the flow of those who have gone 
in search of learning in distant countries has not diminished, [and they 
went] to distant countries such as Egypt, Syria (as-Sam), noble Mecca 
and shining Medina, Istanbul, and other countries of Islam. And the 
most learned astronomer and chronometer, Murtada al-Kudall al-Awari 
told me that the sciences of zig (the compilation of astronomical 
calendars and tables) and of miqat (the calculation of time) came to him 
from Samarqand and Mawara'annahr, which had become the centers for 
these sciences, thanks to the efforts of a descendent of Timur, and of the 
organization of astronomical observations in the city of Samarqand. 
And the zi$ which was disseminated and utilized in our country is the 
zi§ of Ulugbek as-Samarqandl.23 

Thus, in his "Introduction" Nadir Durgill points out the major centers and 
basic routes of the penetration of science into Daghestan. He devoted spe-
cial attention to the activity of those Daghestanis who spent a course of 
study in cities of the Arab Caliphate. This scholarly training grounded on 
Arab manuscripts was devoted to the various branches of science dissemi-

21 AbucAbdallah Muhammad b. Idris aä-5äficI (767-820), founder of the §aficI madhab 
in Islam. 

22 The manuscript in question is as-Sihäh fí l-luga (or Tag al-lu¿a wa-sihäh al-carabiya) 
of Abü Näsr Ismäcil b. Hammäd aí-éawhari (died at the beginning of the eleventh 
century), the famous explanatoiy dictionary of the Arabic language (GAL 1, 128). 
Specifically, the manuscript (which was, by the way, collated with the autograph by 
the famous commentators al-Xatib at-TabrizI and Mahbüb al-öawäliql) dates 
510/1117 and is preserved in Baku in the Institute of Manuscripts (two books), and in 
MaxaCkala, in the IIAÉ (also two books); cf. N.Z. Xalilova, "DrevneySiy spisok 'as-
Sixax' al-Diauxari," Nauka i iizn', Baku, 1981, no. 12 (in Azeri); Katalog arabskix 
mkopisey Instituía istorii, yazika i literatim Dagestanskogo filíala AN SSSR, vipusk 
1, Moskva, 1970,45. 

23 Nadir al-Durgifl, Nuzhat al-adhän B tarägim culama3 Digistan, 4-5. 
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nated within the Caliphate. The SaficI juridical school, whose ideas held a 
dominant position in Daghestan, left of course a big impression on the 
thematic appearance of the literature that "settled" here. The author cap-
tures a second, and no less important tendency in the development of Da-
ghestani literature and the educational system: here was created its own 
proper literary tradition, and its own proper centers of science and educa-
tion, which spread its own influence to many regions of the North 
Caucasus, the Crimea, and the Volga region. We present another large 
excerpt from the "Introduction": 

And then they began to travel to Egypt to acquire astronomical learning. 
Among those who went to Egypt for this purpose [was] the scholar and 
pilgrim to the sacred shrines (hagg al-haramayn) Muhammad al-Qaraxi 
al-Awari, who studied under the most learned astronomer (al-cAllama 
al-Miqati) Ridwan al-Misri. As a result of these exertions Daghestan 
was transformed into a center for many sciences and significant 
achievements, since such Arabic sciences as syntax, morphology, and 
others held an important position here. Scholars began to come here 
from other regions, such as the land of Kazan (wilayat Qazin), for the 
acquisition of learning. The Kazani scholars themselves maintained 
that [here] they received a fundamental knowledge in Arabic sciences. 
Those scholars who had come to study in Daghestan spread the Arabic 
language there, in the land of Kazan; this happened, for example, 
through the students of the scholar Sayx Muhammad, known as QadI 
°A1I, who studied Arabic sciences from Sayx Ahmad al-Dagistani, who 
in his turn studied from Muhammad al-Quduqi. 

After that, the author provides us with a list of those Kazanis who studied in 
Daghestan in the first half of the nineteenth century: Sayx Muhammad 
Rahlm al-Qazanl and Sayx Ibrahim al-Qazanl (both of these studied over a 
course of ten years), as well as Sayx Amirxan al-Utakl al-Qazani. 

After the introduction begins the biographical dictionary proper, consist-
ing of over 225 entries, organized, for the most part, in chronological order. 
They vary in their composition, or rather in the volume of information 
contained in them. The source for the information is noted in most cases. 
Nadir ad-Durgill divided his book into two sections, "Bab al-Abwab, the 
City of Derbent and its 'UlamaV and "The cUlama' from [the Time of] 
Samwil." But this is purely a conventional division, and their content is 
substantially greater than their tides would indicate. Of course, the material 
that the author had at his disposal was chronologically uneven, and uneven 
is the volume of information. One encounters articles of merely two or 
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three lines, but there are also whole essays covering f rom five to fifteen 
pages. 

The shortest and tersest articles are those of the "Derbent cycle." An 
excerpt will provide a good illustration: 

Know that a group of "people of science and hadit" were active in 
Derbent. Among diese [were] Sayx Zuhayr Nucaym al-Bäbl and Ibra-
him b. ö a ' f ä r al-Bäbl. This is what cAbdalganI b. Sa'id said; he was 
active in Egypt, and I knew him. I think that both [of the aforemen-
tioned] were from Bäb al-abwäb, that is, the city of Derbent. Among 
these was also al-Hasan b. Ibrahim al-Bäbl. He studied hadit from 
Xallfa at-TawIl, and from him [studied] cIsä b. Muhammad al-Bagdädl. 
Among these [from Derbent] was also Hiläl b. al-cAlä3 al-Bäbl, and it is 
from his words that Abu Ni 'am al-Häfiz related [this information]. 
[Among the scholars from Derbent were also] Zuhayr b. Muhammad al-
Bäbl and Muhammad b. Hisäm al-Walid Abu 1-Hasan, known as Ibn 
Abi cImrän al-Bäbi. [...] Among these [was also] Habib b. Fahd Abü 1-
Hasan al-Bäbl; he studied hadit with Muhammad b. Düstl, and Abu 
Bakr IsmäcIl studied hadit from him. [...] Muhammad b. Abi 'Imrän al-
Bäbl at-Taqafi - his name was Hisäm, and he was from Bäb al-abwäb 
by origin - established himself in Barda'a; Sayx Yäqüt al-Hamawi 

az-Zabldl in the Tag al-carus qamus. [To those from Derbent 
belong furthermore] cUtman b. al-Musaddad b. Ahmad ad-Darbantl and 
Abu cUmar b. Abl 1-Qasim. as-Sam'ani related that he [the latter] was 
known as "the faqih of Baghdad," and that he studied Muslim law from 
Abu Ishaq as-Sirazi.... He died after the year 500, and he is mentioned 
in the at-fabaqat al-kubra,24 

Despite the modes t character of this information, Nadir Durgill shows that 
specifically Derbent (Bab al-abwab) was the first firm center of Is lamic 
literary and scholarly traditions in Daghestan. In some instances, i t be-
comes possible to trace the author's manner of exposition and to f ind out 
how exactly he transmitted the text of source. Thus , for example let us 
examine his article on the Daghestani faqlhs in Saray-Berke on the Volga; 

Sadraddln Sulayman al-LakzI ad-Dagistanl. He was a. faqih of the §aficI 
madhab and a leading imam who administered in Saray, the khan's 
capital, which was discussed above. He was a teacher there, and one of 
the Safi 'I mudarrises, a contemporary of Nucmanaddin al-Xwarazml. 
This was in 743 [1342-1343]. Ibn Battuta mentions him in his famous 
"Journey."25 

mentions him in his work Mu cn. al-buldän, [as does] Sayx Murtadä 

2 4 Nadir al-Durgili, Nuzhat al-adhän, 8-10. 
25 Ibid., 14. 
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In Ibn Battuta's work the same place appears in the following manner: "We 
arrived in the city of Sara, known as Sara Barka... In it one of the 5aficI 
mudarrises and faqihs was the worthy Imam Sadraddin Sulayman al-Lakzi, 
one of the most outstanding imams."26 

As we can see, Nadir ad-Durgili transmits only the general sense of Ibn 
Battuta's text. Sometimes additions are encountered, which are not always 
historically or chronologically correct, but which reflect the author's general 
conception. For example, the second nisba ad-Dagistanl is added to 
Sadraddin al-Lakzi, which is lacking not only in Ibn Battuta's work, but 
among the Arab authors of the fourteenth century in general. 

Further in the Nuzhat al-adhan there are several biographical accounts 
relating to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, some of which are unique. 
Only in Nadir's work can we find information about Asildar al-Harakanl: 

The well-known Sayx Asildar al-Harakanl ad-Dagistani. Harakani 
[Arakani] is a big mountain above the village of Gazanis as-sugra 
[Maloe Kazanisce], He is buried under this mountain. There is [a text 
written] in the handwriting of Amir Muslim Xan Gadari [from Kadar]: 
"The Sayx who is buried in this mountain is the friend of God al-Hagg 
Asildar b. Ata al-Gadari, from the QaracI clan.27 The name of his 
mother was Ay-Misiy, of Endirey, and from the Sala clan.28 Asildar 
completed the hagg three times. As they say he was from the Qurays 
tribe. His ancestry was uninterruptedly Muslim for twelve generations, 
the sixth being $acban, and the tenth cArab. He lived 49 years. The 
mountain in which he was buried, as well as Nanay Mountain were his 
possession. The date of his death is 860 or 806.29 He performed many 
miracles (karamat), and therefore he was very famous in that wilaya. 
His tomb imazar) is [widely] known, and people from all corners and 
from all regions visit it. 

The articles about the "famous conqueror" Abu Muslim, about Sayx Ahmad 
al-Yamani, Sayx CA1I Akbar of Gazigumuq (Kumux), QadI cAli al-
Bagdadi, and especially about Sacban al-cUbudI [from Oboda] are similarly 
unique and informative. The information about the latter is based on the 
accounts of other local authors that have not come down to us. It is 
organized according to a definite structure: first come the full names of the 
author, his teacher and his students, then the names of his works with the 

26 Rihlatlbn Battuta (Tuhfat an-nuzzar figara^ibal-amsar wa-caga3jb al-asfar), al-guz3 

al-awwal, Bayrut, 1405/1985, 393-394. 
27 Qaraii, or qaraii-beks, is a category of the feudal elite in Daghestan. 
28 Sala, or sala-uzden, is one of the categories of free peasants in Daghestan. 
29 1456 or 1408-09 respectively. 
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establishment of the first lines of the text, the dating of the work, and the 
pronouncements of Daghestani scholars about him. 

The main part of Nadir ad-Durgilfs work consists of sketches on the 
creative activity of Daghestani scholars of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. These sketches, taken together, provide a convincing impression 
concerning the significant growth in the circle of persons participating in 
the formation of a general Daghestani cultural heritage. Our author was 
one of the first to perceive, and with concrete data demonstrate, the variety 
of material and the thematic breadth of Daghestani literature in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Here all regions of Daghestan are 
represented, all ethnic communities; in his descriptions, book culture, 
science, and education all bear a general Daghestani character. Within the 
Muslim educated elite he names inhabitants of Derbent, of the villages of 
Axff, Xucni, Yersi, Kumux, Sogratl', Urada, Kudali, Nizniy Dzengutay, 
Tarki, Aksay, Akusa, Cox, Ruxun, Arakani, Yuxari-Yarag, and many other 
villages in Daghestan; he mentions scholars and madrasa instructors as 
well as commentators on scientific treatises and copyists of the Qur 'an . 
The most widespread disciplines were Qur3an, tafsir, hadlt, Musl im 
jurisprudence, Sufism, dogma, poetry, Arabic grammar, astronomy, 
medicine, logic, and mathematics. Muhammad al-Quduql [from Kudutl'] 
(d. 1717), Dawud al-UsIsI [from Usisa] (d. 1757), Muhammad b. Manilaw 
(d. 1770), and Murtada al-cUradi [from Urada] (d. 1865) comprise a 
separate category, representing the Daghestani grammatical school. The 
information on Muhammad al-Quduql that Nadir ad-Durgill provides 
remains to the present the most complete description of the activity of this 
eminent Daghestani scholar: 

Quduqi. This is al-Hagg Muhammad, the son of Musa al-Quduql al-
Awari ad-Dagistani. He studied sciences and learning from the promi-
nent scholars of his time, such as Muhammad b. 'All al-Kamili, Sacban 
al-cUbudi, and others. He traveled to distant countries and Islamic 
lands, spent time in Egypt, the Hijaz, and Yemen, where he studied with 
scholars and shaykhs. In Yemen he studied with the well-known and 
prominent scholar, Sayx Salih al-Yamanl, and remained with him for a 
period of time. After completing his course of study, he returned to his 
homeland Daghestan, where he began instructing and performing good 
deeds. The teaching of a number of true students took place, such as the 
well-known scholars Muhammad al-Ubri [from Ubra], Dawud al-UsisI, 
and others. al-Quduql, may the mercy of God be upon him, adhered to 
the §aficI madhab and was an Ascarite by [dogmatical] conviction, but 
on a series of issues he leaned toward the opinion of his teacher Salih 
al-Yamanl. They say that [later on], he withdrew from him. 
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al-Quduql was a great scholar in the sciences and arts. He had works 
that [still] enjoy demand, many commentaries, and a large number of 
glosses on fiqh, astronomy (mlqat), the foundations of religion (usul), 
dogma, syntax, morphology, and other sciences, and many parts of 
Daghestan were filled with them [i.e. with these books]. He was the 
author of a gloss on al-tarpardl, on cIsam, and on al-Gami.30 In the 
regions of Daghestan, he is praised with the name of the village of 
Quduq [KudutT], as is commonly accepted among us. Upon returning 
to his homeland from Yemen, he brought with him valuable books, 
especially the books of his teacher Salih al-Yamanl. Then toward the 
end of his life Sayx al-Quduql emigrated to Syria [...]. He died in 1120, 
in Aleppo, where he is buried, may the mercy of God be upon him.31 

It was already mentioned above that this account contains the richest 
information on Muhammad al-Quduql that we posses. Yet in recent times 
uncovered manuscripts can significantly complement the information given 
in the Nuzhat al-adhan. During an archeographic expedition undertaken by 
the author of this article and A.M. Magomeddadaev in the summer of 1997, 
a very interesting manuscript was discovered in the village of Mogox 
(Gergerbil' rayon) within the manuscript collection of t a r a n t a ranov . The 
combined manuscript that we uncovered (No. 26) consists of several works 
of Daghestani authors, and contains inter alia three folios with a sketch on 
Muhammad al-Quduql: 

These are the true [facts about] the shaykh and imam, the great scholar 
(al- callama) Muhammad, son of Musa b. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-
Quduqiyun ["the Kudutlians"]. At first he studied with his father, Musa 
al-Quduql, then with Abu Bakr al-Ruggi [from Rugudza], his father-in-
law. Then [he studied] with Sayx al-Hidali at-Tidl [of Gidatl' and 
Tidib], after that with CA1I Rida at-Tuguri [from Sogratl'], with QadI 
S a ' b a n a l -AwSr i al-cUbudi. After having completed his studies with 
Sayx QadI Sacban al-Awari al-cUbudI, he went to many32 Islamic 
regions, to the Crimea, Kazan, Astrakhan, Azerbaijan, Iran - to Tabriz, 
Ardabil, Qazwln, Isfahan, and Tehran - , furthermore to Khorasan, 
Khwarezm, Bukhara, Balkh, Qandahar, Herat, and Samarqand. Then he 
went to Turkey33, to Istanbul, and to Egypt (which is protected by God). 
Together with him was his student Sayx Damadan al-Muhl [from 

3 0 That is, a commentary of Ahmad al-Ìarpardi (d. 1345) on the morphology textbook 
aS-Sàfìya of Ibn al-Hagib (d. 1248) and on the gloss of IsfaracInI clsamaddln (d. 
1536) on the work of cAbdarrahman al-òami (d. 1492) titled al-Fawa0id ad-diyà°iya. 

3 1 Nadir al-Durgili, Nuzhat al-adhan, 23-24. The whole entry on al-Quduql has recently 
been published in Avar language by A.R. Sixsaidov and A.M. Magomeddadaev in 
the Avar newspaper Xaqiqat (March 1998). 

3 2 In the text: "all". 
3 3 In the text: "to the country of Turkestan". 
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Megeb]. Nowhere in any of these places did he find anyone who knew 
more than he did, and who could be his ustad. When al-Quduqi asked 
the Sayx al-Islam in Egypt, "Have you heard of anyone in your Arab 
lands who could be my shaykh?", the Sayx al-Islam replied, "I heard 
that in the land of Yemen [there is] a person who had achieved the 
degree of distinction (daragat at-targih?4 ... He composed many books, 
and his name is Salih al-Yamani." With him at that time was his student 
Damadan al-Muhl, and they stayed with him [i.e. al-Yamani] seven 
days, then he [al-Quduqi] returned to Daghestan. [Soon] after this, he 
came a second time to Salih. The Sayx al-Islam settled al-Quduqi in 
Egypt, where he lived with him many years. Having achieved full 
perfection in science, like his own shaykh, he returned to Daghestan, 
and established himself as an instructor in the northern country (al-
balda as-simaliya), then in Kudutl', then in Korod, and then in 
Rugudza.35 Then he married the daughter of Abu Bakr ar-Ruggi [of 
Rugudza], She gave him sons [who became] scholars, the eldest being 
the well-known Sea of Science Dibir, the middle one, the scholar Abu 
Bakr, and the youngest, the scholar Hagg Muhammad. Later, together 
with his sons Dibir and Hagg Muhammad he moved from Daghestan to 
Syria, and established himself in Damascus, and [then] in Aleppo 
[Halab], where he gave instruction until his very death. [...] The names 
of his students are: al-Hagg Damadan al-Muhl, al-Hagg Dawud al-
Aqusi al-Usisi, Muhammad al-Gumuqi al-Ubri, CA1I al-Quli ar-Rugildl 
[from Rugel'd], Muhammad Tatilaw from Karata, Tayyib al-Haraki 
[from Xaraxi], and Mulla Muhammad al-Bucri [from Bucra], 

Another fifteen names follow. The account ends with the list of Muham-
mad al-Quduqf s works, including a series of treatises on grammar, com-
mentaries, and glosses. 

This text demonstrates that in a number of cases Nadir Durgilf s entries 
can be supplemented with citations from recendy discovered materials. But 
such a possibility is not always given, as in many cases he is our only 
source of information. Nadir al-Durgilf s work provides us with data on nu-
merous eighteenth century authors, such as: the faqlh Abu Bakr ar-Ruggi, 
the teacher Malunud al-AqusI, Damadan al-Muhl, Muhammad al-Ubri, the 
faqlh and grammarian Dawud al-Usisi, the faqih CA1I al-Arguni, the well-
known legal expert Hadit al-Maiadi [from Maiad], the calligrapher CA1I b. 
HaggI ad-Dagistanl, the author of a work on "Arabic sciences" Manilaw 
Muhammad al-QaraxI, the faqlh Muhammad Tatilaw al-Karatl [from 
Karata], the calligraphers QadI Muhammad al-AqusI and Muhammad b. 

3 4 A degree in the informal hierarchy of faqihs, located between mugtahid and 
muqallid. 

35 In the text: tumma fi l-qaryat al-Quduqlya, tumma Gl-qaryat al-Qurudlya, tumma fi 
1-qaryat ar-Rugglya. 
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3acban al-cUbudi [from Oboda], furthermore the faqlh and historian Abu 
Bakr al-cAymaki [from Aymaki], Tayyib al-Gubdani [from Gubden], the 
faqlh, adlb and qadl cUmar al-Kudali, and the faqih and versatile scholar 
al-Hagg Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-'Uradi [from Urada], 

The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries produced many encyclopedi-
cally educated people in Daghestan. The Academician I. Yu. Krackovskiy 
characterized the Daghestani Arabic-language literature and its creators in 
the following way: "... it is encyclopedic, but the canonical sciences, and 
especially exegesis and law lie at the center of attention... The Daghestani 
scholars of that time possessed fully and completely the common Arabic 
legacy of all eras. Grammatical sciences and treatises on mathematics 
interested them in equal measure."36 They were at the same time scholars 
and teachers. 

Nadir al-Durgilfs dictionary provides a large amount of material sup-
porting that proposition, in particular the articles mentioning Muhammad 
al-Quduqi and his student Damadan al-Muhi (d. 1724), a great expert on 
astronomy, mathematics, medicine, jurisprudence, and even the occult 
sciences; furthermore Hasan al-Kabir from Kudali (d. 1790), a major expert 
of Arabic sciences, founder and instructor of a madrasa, and author of a 
qaslda as well as of grammatical works, and of works in Avar language; 
Muharram al-Axti [from Axti], an expert in natural sciences, a poet, and an 
instructor in a madrasa; 6amaladdln al-Oazigumuxi (from Kumux, d. 
1866), the author of a Sufi treatise, a poet, and an expert in Muslim law; 
cAbdallah at-Tuguri [from Sogratl'], a mathematician and astronomer; 
Muhammad Tahir al-Qaraxi (d. 1880), historian, legal expert, and poet; 
Hasan Afandi al-Alqadari, historian, poet, legal expert, and philosopher. 

In general one can say that for the nineteenth century the author distin-
guishes new criteria for the understanding of what constitutes an calim, 
thereby bringing in more diverse materials. Thus a wider circle of figures 
fell within the category of calims - scholars in the proper sense of the word, 
copyists of manuscripts, madrasa instructors, Sufis, qadls, na'ibs, muftis, 
and literate people in general. 

As a result it is easy to understand why namely the nineteenth century 
material is so varied, and one part differs sharply from the other in terms of 
its content, informativeness, and completeness. Out of 158 articles devoted 
to this important period, some take up from one to three lines, and others 
from three to fifteen pages. The number of short, "lapidary" articles is sig-

3 6 KraCkovskiy, "Arabskaya literature na Sevemom Kavkaze," 615. 
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nificant. This relates to some sufis, but for the most part to comrades-in-
arms of Samwfl, the leader of the national-liberation movement of the 
1820's to the 1850's in the North Caucasus: 

The cálim Súrxay al-Kulláwí al-Awári, ná'ib and qádX in the village of 
Ansál [Ansalta], was martyred in battle at Axul'go [Ahulkuh Mountain 
in 1839], 
The skilled and courageous €alim Ramadan al-Cari [of Car] was an ally 
of áamwíl, and was martyred in battle with the Russians at Tetetl' 
[Tilal] in 1253/1837 ... 
The calim Amir Hamza al-HassalüxI al-Awári was with the Imam 
[Samwll] at Axul'go ... 
The cálim Bártlxán, uncle of Samwll, supported him in his affairs, 
joined him in his battles, and perished at Axul'go ... 
The calim and ná'ib Hagar al-Hiláll [from Gigatl'] al-Awári fell in 
1263/1847. 
The calim Sixsáh. In [his work] al-Bariqa, §ayx Muhammad Táhir 
wrote that he was the mufti of Avar.37 

The cdlim Hagiyav b. calim Muhammad at-Tánüsí [fromTanusi].38 

The cdlim Muhammad b. Marwán an-NuqüsI was mufti to39 the brave 
na'ib cUtmán al-cIri [from Irib]; he died as a martyr at Axtl in 
1263/1848... 
The skilful cálim al-Hagg Ibrahim al-CarkasI al-Hanafí.40 

There are around sixty such descriptions in the dictionary. A further in-
vestigation of the Daghestani materials will probably show that in many 
cases it is possible to obtain additional materials, and broaden our under-
standing about Samwfl's above-mentioned comrades-in-arms, called calims 
in this text. For example, concerning Zagalaw al-XwarsI [from the Avar 
village of Xvarsi], Nadir ad-Durgill only mentions that he was "a great 
"alim," that he was together with áamwíl in battles, and that Samwll often 
consulted with him. He died after completing the small hagg, having sur-
passed a hundred years in age.41 Now we know from other sources that he 
was one of the highly educated people of Daghestan, that he had a large 
collection of Arabic manuscripts, wrote essays on history, and was a good 
copyist. 

However, the dictionary's appearance is not determined by the numerous 
minor articles. The author devotes his main attention to the famous repre-

37 That is to say, the village of Xunzax. 
3 8 No additional information is provided. 
3 9 Literally: in the wiliya. 
4 0 Nadir al-Durgill, Nuzhat al-adhân, 89-93. 
41 Ibid., 91. 


